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ABSTRACT
TRANSLATING
FRANÇOIZE BOUCHER’S LE LIVRE QUI T’EXPLIQUE ENFIN TOUT SUR LES
PARENTS FOR US AUDIENCES:
PLAYING WITH WORDS AND IMAGES
FERUARY 2015
EVGENIYA BUGAEVA, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA CHAPEL
HILL
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Regina Galasso
The focus of this thesis is my translation of Le livre qui t'explique enfin tout sur les
parents by Françoize Boucher from French into English. Chapter one begins with a brief
history and definition of children’s literature, as well as children’s literature in
translation. I discuss the subgenre of informational picturebooks—its objectives,
characteristics, and current trends. What follows is a short biographic and bibliographic
sketch of Françoize Boucher. Then, I discuss the content, format, style, and illustrations
of Le livre qui t'explique as well as examine the work’s audience, aims, and values.
Finally, I discuss my English translation of the work—providing an overview of the
translation strategies and methodologies that I used. Chapter two focuses on specific
challenges encountered during the translation process. The chapter begins with the
challenge of translating culturally significant topics such as French cultural references,
brands, slang, and metric measurements. Then, I discuss the translation of linguistically
bound terms such as wordplay, the use of English in a French text, and onomatopoeia.
Finally, I discuss the translation of taboo subjects. What follows is my complete Englishlanguage translation: The Book That Finally Explains About Your Parents.
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CHAPTER I
ON YOUR MARK: TRACING HISTORIES AND MOTIVATIONS

1. History and Definition of Children’s Literature
Before the twentieth century, like children themselves, children’s literature was only
given secondary status in reference to adults and adult literature. At best, books for
children were valued less than their adult counterparts and underrepresented in
scholarship, at worst, they were not even given the status of literature. By the end of the
twentieth century however, scholars began to acknowledge what most parents and
teachers already knew: the genre’s importance and its contribution to the development of
good reading skills “that were crucial for the success in the education system and indeed,
in life in general” (O’Connell 2006:16). Finally, scholars like Katharina Reiss, Zohar
Shavit, and Peter Hunt (1990) began bringing to light the value and legitimacy of
children’s literature. To use Kim Reynolds’ words, they situated children’s books as
“both a crucial and dynamic part of culture” (2005:3). But the battle continued—
throughout the works of leading scholars in the field a common thread could be seen.
Less than fifty years ago, in her book on the subject of Children’s Literature Isabelle Jan
wrote, “Picture books cannot really be considered as literature because the interest is
centered on the illustrations, not the text” (1973:12) undermining the very genre she
herself was researching. Hunt called the genre “an outsider” (1990:1) in the literary field.
Shavit lamented that in order for a scholar of children’s literature to be taken seriously
she had to first prove herself in a more legitimate literary field (1994:5). And as recently
as 2006, O’Connell wrote, “children’s literature is something of an undervalued or
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neglected area” (2006:19). This unfortunate fact extends into the practice of translating
children’s literature. If children’s literature isn’t seen as worthy of study or publication,
why bother translating it? Rita Ghesquiere, a prominent scholar in the field of children’s
literature, has the answer: “since a large group of children seems to enjoy these
[translated] books, they play a role in the development of a positive reading attitude”
(2006:28). Other prolific scholars on the topic of translating for children like Tiina
Puurtinen, Riitta Oittinen, and Emer O’Sullivan continue to contribute to the field by
exploring the value of and need for these works in translation. With more and more
scholarship being published in the twenty first century on the topic of children’s literature
and children’s literature in translation, the genre is finally approaching the status and
appreciation that adult literature has experienced for centuries.
But what exactly is children’s literature? The genre has proven to be a challenge
to define—no single, commonly used definition exists. Instead, there are many variations
on a common theme. These range from defining children’s literature as works which are
read and enjoyed by children—a definition that encompasses all material a child may
read, including what would typically be defined as adult literature, to works specifically
written and produced for children—but here too, a discrepancy arises. What is the
definition of a child? At what age to children stop being children, and thus, the age
threshold for children’s literature? Is it fourteen years of age? Or sixteen? Or eighteen?
With the rise of the genre of young adult literature (YA) this distinction becomes
increasingly blurred—when does children’s literature stop and YA begin? In the end,
each author, translator, librarian, teacher, editor, publisher as well as time and culture will
have differing definitions as to what constitutes children’s literature. In fact, Oittinen
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wisely asks if finding a universal definition is even necessary, since, “works of literature
and whole literary genres acquire different meanings and are redefined again and again. It
might, therefore, well be that today’s adult literature is tomorrow’s children’s literature”
(1993: 42).
Another difficulty that arises when studying or discussing children’s literature is
“the asymmetry of its communication structure” since “it is written, published, reviewed,
and bought by adults” (O’Sullivan 2006:153) but written for children. Or is it? Puurtinen
reminds us that “a children’s book [must] simultaneously appeal to both the genuine
reader—the child—and the background authority—the adult” (2006:54). Thus, in order
for children to have access to these works, they “need to conform to adult tastes and likes
and dislikes” (Oittinen 2006:36). After all, “It is adults who wield power and influence,
and it is they who decide what is written, and ultimately, more importantly, what is
published praised and purchased” (O’Connell 2006:17). This influence of adult power in
a genre geared towards children, makes it complicated to ascertain its true audience, and
thus define it.

2. Françoize Boucher and Her Works
Le livre qui t’explique enfin tout sur les parents was written by Françoize Boucher in
2012. Boucher is a French mother of four, living in Paris. After the birth of her fourth
child she quit her fifteen-year-long job in the French fashion industry and began writing
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children’s books. She is the author of numerous books1 for children. Her books have been
translated into English, 2 Russian, Chinese, Vietnamese, and Korean and published in
over twenty countries. Her works have universal appeal for children and adults alike, as
evidenced by her editorial success in France and abroad. In line with the discussion in the
previous section, Boucher avoids defining the genre she works in. She explains in an
interview that, “J'écris des livres pour enfants mais aussi pour adultes, le même genre de
livres en fait, sur un ton assez humoristique.” ‘I write books for children, but also for
adults—it’s all one genre, really. One with a very humorous tone.’3 Boucher stresses that
she writes books for the whole family, books that are to be shared and that can entertain a
range of ages “J'aime cette idée d'un livre transgénérationnel qui fait rire de 7 à 77 ans.”
‘I like the idea of a transgenerational book that makes everyone laugh—from 7 year olds
to 77 year-olds.’ Boucher’s main aim is to write books that are relevant, both in subject
matter and in tone. She describes her approach as, “J'ai abordé les enfants comme ça,
avec l'envie d'écrire des choses simples sur la vie, mais de manière drôle, poétique et
juste, et d'écrire des livres utiles.” ‘I reach out to children by writing about life’s simple
things, but in a funny, poetic, and objective way; by writing books that are useful.’ This
explains her tendency to write informational books. Aside from educating her readers,
Boucher uses humor as an effective tool to entertain her readers, which, although
Boucher herself doubts it, has been effective across languages. She admits that, “J'ai un
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
The original French titles of her informational works for children are : Le livre qui te dit
enfin tout sur les filles et les garçons (la fin du grand mystère!) (2014); Le livre qui te
rend super mega heureux (2013); Le livre qui fait aimer les livres (2011); J'aime les
autres (2010); J'aime les mots (2009); Grâce à ce livre... (2009)
2
There is no mention of a translator in her English edition works—it is unknown whether
this means the book was self translated or translated by a publications team.
3
All translations of Boucher quotes are mine.
4
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humour assez particulier, vous pouvez être juge, et je suis étonné que cet humour puisse
voyager, être compris.” ‘I have a very particular sense of humor—you can be the judge of
it—and I’m quite surprised that it travels well, that foreign readers can understand it.”
Judging by the international success of her works, her humor appears to be quite
universal. Most importantly, Boucher wants to write “livres [qui] constituent donc une
aide pour les parents, qui leur permettent d'aller plus loin avec leurs enfants sur certains
sujets,” ‘books [that] are a tool for parents, to help them talk with their children about
certain subjects on a deeper level.’ Reading these interviews with Boucher has underlined
for me how varied the ages of audiences of children’s literature can be. It makes me
aware that authors (and translators) ought to avoid confining their work to a specific age
range, even when writing within the genre of children’s literature. Boucher’s quotes also
shed light on her intentions as an author, leading to a clearer understanding of Le livre qui
t’explique.

3. Classifications, Descriptions, and Aims
Within children’s literature, the focus of this paper is on the subgenre of informational
picturebooks. Picturebooks are valuable to young readers because they not only “shape
aesthetic tastes and introduce the principles and conventions of narrative” (Graham
2005:209) but are also “a vital part of artistic and literary culture” (Graham 2005:209).
Temple et al. discuss informational books as unique from fiction because their authors do
not “create a fictional world; rather [the author] must use words (and often illustrations)
carefully to create a unique vision of a portion of the actual world and draw readers into
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wondering about it, observing it, and understanding it” (2001:357). This representation of
the “actual world” often leads to the generalization that informational literature is
exclusively made up of nonfiction:4 things like textbooks or required school reading that
are aimed only at educating and not entertaining their readers. But ideally, a child would
“read nonfiction not just for function, or for school success, but for enjoyment, to be
fascinated, and to discover” (Nell Duke qtd. in Isaacs 2013:1). Thus the motivation to
write (and translate) informational books that are both enjoyable and informative.
Le livre qui t’explique is exactly that. The work is an informational picturebook—
the book’s intent is to educate and inform children on a specific topic: parents. It is a
picturebook, not merely an illustrated book, because the illustrations in the book are on
equal footing with the text (Nikolayeva 2001:6). The relationship between text and image
in the work is symbiotic—the two function in tandem and neither could function without
the other. Each helps the other in creating a comprehensive book, as Kiefer and Tyson
explain, in a well designed picturebook “the total format reflects the meaning of the story,
both the illustrations and the text must bear the burden of narration” (2010:59). The
images both support the text and elaborate on it, at times demonstrating concepts the text
alone could not. Aside from the copious illustrations, the text of Le Livre qui t’explique
presents itself as yet another image: the font looks like it was hand written with a marker,

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4
Isaacs explains the difference between informational books and nonfiction books: “An
informational book is written to inform readers. The intent matters. The phrase
informational book is often used interchangeably with nonfiction. The latter is a library
term, describing everything on shelved in the Fiction and Picturebook sections… these
books include, poetry, mythology, folklore, etc.” (Isaacs 2013:4). It is important not to
confuse the two terms, specifically when nonfiction is much less specific. Also, to notice
the incorrect use of “nonfiction” in certain scholarship that is quoted in this thesis.
6
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giving the impression that a child “drew” the entire book. As a whole, the book has the
appearance of a child’s notebook.
Another characteristic of the book is its non-linear format. Kiefer and Tyson
explain that this is common in informational books. “A reader’s approach to a nonfiction
book might not always be to read the pages in order from first to last as fiction demands”
(2010:239). The reader instinctively approaches this book holistically—they look at
various parts of the page, following the pictures as a guide to the chain of events
described by the text—instead of focusing on reading the text as one would typically, i.e.
top to bottom, left to right. The reading of this text is greatly aided by the images, which
are used as a guide to inform the reader of how to approach the text. Nikolayeva
describes this “reading” process as something distinct from reading a text without
illustrations. She says,
the process of “reading” a picturebook may be represented by a
hermeneutic circle. Whichever we start with, the verbal or the visual, it
creates expectations for the other which in turn provides new experiences
and new expectations. The reader turns from verbal to visual and back
again in an ever expanding concatenation of understanding. (2001:2)
What Nikolayeva is stressing is the engaging, never-ending cycle that picturebooks
provide for their readers—a cycle that Boucher wants her readers to fully engage in. Le
livre qui t’explique is filled with visual elements like arrows, underlines, text bubbles,
uppercase words, and color variations that lead the reader along the text, keeping him
visually engaged. Certain patterns are repeated to aid the child in understanding the text.
For instance, dialogue is always featured in text bubbles, information that Boucher is
trying to draw attention to is always underlined, while secondary information (such as
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off-hand remarks or jokes) is typically presented in a smaller font.5 Although a page may
look haphazard at first, with multiple images and words going in different directions on
the page, once a child begins to read it is quite clear how to proceed. Temple et al.
explain the trend in creating these types of books for children, since today’s children,
are more visually oriented and are accustomed to television, animation,
and other visual media. The design of today’s informational books reflects
children’s preferences for visually appealing materials. The layout of
many books presents text and illustrations in more interactive ways,
encouraging children’s engagement with these books (2001: 364).
Temple et al.’s descriptions apply to Boucher’s work: it is indeed very interactive and
resonates of technology. But interestingly, Boucher describes her creative method as very
organic and not involving any sort of technology, “Je fais du bricolage. Je ne sais pas me
servir d'un logiciel de graphisme, donc je fais tout chez moi, telle une enfant je découpe,
je colle, je dessine, il y a des feuilles partout.” ‘I’m very DIY. I don’t know how to use
graphic design software, so I do everything at my house. I’m like a kid—I cut, I glue, I
draw… there’s paper everywhere.’ Yet her spontaneous, hands-on approach produces a
work that exudes a certain modern day, technologically-birthed aesthetic.
Lastly, the two-page spread is one of the defining characteristics of the work—
most story lines are featured across two pages and are independent of the storyline on the
next or previous spread. The text encourages a reading that jumps from page to page, as
opposed to reading the left page first and then the right page. This also adds excitement to
each page turn, as it typically signals the start of a new anecdote, activity, or theme. A
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5
This is in line with new trends (twenty-first century) in the formatting of informational
books as explained by Temple et al, “Kerper (2001) describes the changes in nonfiction
book design that include a nonlinear format, varied arrangements of text on the page,
unusual fonts, and the nonsequential exploration of information through sidebars, boxed
information, and marginal material” (2001: 359).
8
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picturebook ought to be “an experience for a child” (Bader 1976:1) and this experience
depends not only on the “interdependence of pictures and words, [but also] on the
simultaneous display of two facing pages, and on the drama of turning the page.” (Bader
1976:1)
According to an interview with Boucher, the “official”6 audience for Le livre qui
t’explique is children six to twelve years of age, but as evidenced by her interviews and
even the cover of the book which says, “Fun for the whole family!” the text is meant for
children and adults alike. She explains that the book, “C’est un outil de partage, il faut le
laisser trainer dans le salon et piocher des pages au fil de l’eau et des situations
familiales,” ‘is meant to be a shared tool [of education]. It should hang out in the living
room, where it can be dug through as needed when family situations arise.’
A poignant characteristic of the work is that Boucher never talks down to her
readers—she discusses adult themes including sexuality, frustration, and philosophy in a
natural, rational way. She also does not dumb down or simplify her vocabulary, showing
respect for her child readers.7 This in turn attracts children to her works and builds trust
between the reader and author. Boucher explains her language choice as a deliberate,
thought out decision, “…dans mes livres, quand je parle aux enfants, je n'utilise pas un
‘parler enfant’ particulier. Je m'adresse à eux comme à des adultes, mais en créant
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6
Boucher sites this age range when referring to how her publishers market the book.
7
It is common for authors of children’s books to simplify things for their readers, but
Margery Fisher, a prominent British literary critic and advocate of quality children’s
literature urges, “the authors of informational books for young readers [should] not give
in to the temptation of vocabulary control and oversimplification—practices all too
frequently used by contemporary writers of informational books, [these] practices will
ultimately curb children’s growth and development in higher-order thinking.” (Cianciolo
2000:2) Unfortunately, Fisher, who died in 1992, did not live to see modern day authors
like Boucher taking her advice to heart.
9
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souvent des situations absurdes.” ‘… in my books, when I speak to children, I never use
special “child language.” I address them like I would address adults, but the situations I
create are often silly and absurd.’ By combining adult language with playful situations
she appeals to both adults (who are not discouraged from reading the book due to childish
language) and to children (who can relate to the whimsical scenarios). She educates her
young readers by alerting them to the type of language they ought to be using (normal,
adult language, not “child language”). She also educates them about the world,
explaining her approach: “je leur parle de tout, je les prends pour des personnes capables
de comprendre beaucoup de choses de la vie, parce que parfois je traite de sujets
philosophiques comme le bonheur, avec un décalage qui est celui de l'humour.” ‘I talk to
[children] about everything, I know they are capable of understanding lots of things in
life, for instance, sometimes I talk about philosophical things like happiness in an offhand
way that is funny.’ White elaborates on this subject, saying that authors who “write down
to children are wasting their time” and that simplifying language actually “emasculates
the prose and bores the reader [because] children love words that give them a hard time,
provided they are in a context that absorbs their attention” (White qtd. in Kiefer and
Tyson 2010:4). Boucher uses humor to absorb her readers’ attention, all the while
introducing them to mature concepts, vocabulary and language manipulation.
As discussed in the section above, the pedagogical elements in the text are
manifold. Most evident, is that Le livre qui t’explique aims to educate readers about
parents. The text does not singlehandedly praise parents and their virtues, instead
Boucher uses humorous anecdotes and vignettes, various language (slang, foreign
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language, wordplay), and activities such as games, riddles, jokes, and puzzles to provide
both factual and exaggerated, as well as negative and positive information about parents.
Boucher’s greatest aim, however, is to promote reading. She conceals this aim by
producing a colorful, whimsical text that has the graphic appearance of a comic book,
rather than an informational work. Her work satisfies Temple et al.’s criteria that, “a good
informational book, however, not only informs—it excites” (2001:356). Boucher wants
her readers to get pleasure from reading, because as Oittinen explains, “the more the child
gets from the reading situation, the more she wants to read” (2006:38). Boucher uses
humor, colloquial and playful language, and unconventional font and illustrations to draw
in her young readers. Due to its graphic nature and the interplay between word and
image, the text is not one that would typically be read out loud by a parent to a child. It is
clearly meant for a child to read and discover, with a parent or independently. The book
also introduces children to the genre of informational texts, outside of what they typically
may expect, i.e. textbooks. Temple et al. provide an interesting statistic about the genre:
“teachers have documented success with reluctant readers when they share informational
books of interest with these students” (2001:357).
One educational quality in Le livre qui t’explique is Boucher’s advanced use of
language. She uses a variety of language styles in this text: slang, word-play, everyday
language, and English and Italian words. This teaches her readers to be able to distinguish
between different types of language, to understand what type of language is used in
which situations, to learn about language manipulation, and to be able to distinguish
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between French and other foreign languages.8 Despite the book’s playful appearance, the
reader is in fact challenged by the variety of ways in which the information is presented.
The book’s physical appearance is striking—it looks like it could have been
written by a child. The illustrations are simple (mostly two dimensional) line drawings,
the color scheme consist of three colors: neon pink, bright blue, and yellow, along with
black and white text, the coloration is crude and outside the lines, and the font looks like
a marker. The appearance of the work encourages the child reader to draw, doodle, and
write in the style of this book. Its DIY nature provides inspiration for children’s own
creative undertakings. Boucher admits that, “J'ai du mal à dire que je suis dessinatrice car
je trouve que je dessine vraiment très mal, mais celles-ci collent bien avec ce que je veux
dire, et ça fonctionne.” ‘I can’t really say I’m an illustrator because I actually think I’m
very bad at drawing… but my illustrations seem to go well with what I’m trying to say in
my books, so it works.’ Her self proclaimed lack of artistic skill is actually the very
reason her readers relate so well to her works. She explains that, “Je pense que c'est pour
cette raison que les enfants se reconnaissent et adhèrent si facilement à mes histoires et
mes dessins. Je suis un peu comme eux, je dessine pour dire, pas pour représenter ou faire
beau.” ‘It’s for this reason, that children understand and connect so well to my stories and
my drawings. I am like them—I draw because I want to say something, not because I
want to represent something accurately or beautifully.’

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8
Because of the ubiquity of English, a child may not even be aware that a certain word in
the text is not French—English has become so incorporated into their vocabulary that it
becomes indistinguishable to them as a ‘foreign’ word. An adult reading the text together
with a child can point out an English word, thereby alerting and educating the child on
this topic.
12
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Several characteristics of Boucher’s work are in line with current trends in
children’s literature. One such characteristic is the book’s graphic nature. Today’s
children interact with technology at a very early age—they are accustomed to constant
stimulation and fast paced information gathering. Temple et al. insist that “Several recent
trends in children’s informational books reflect the lives of today’s visually oriented
children in this digital age” (2001:359). Dresgang and McClelland notice this as well,
explaining that children’s literature reflects “interactivity, connectivity, and access that
permeate our emerging digital society” (1999:160). This book’s bright colors and
interactive nature (at times the book must be turned upside down or sideways to be read)
provides children with the type of high-paced stimulation they are used to. Another
characteristic is the book’s use of slang and caricature-like drawings—both attract the
child reader by promising current, fun, and un-pretentious content. This is an important
quality, which, “Peter Hollindale (1997:46) has called the ‘childness’ of children’s texts:
‘the quality of being a child—dynamic, imaginative, experimental, interactive and
instable’” (qtd. in Lathey 2006:9). Finally, the intertextual references to universally well
known places (Disneyworld), brands (Nutella), and language (slang, English) positions
the text in the early twenty-first century, celebrating the life and time of today’s children.
All these qualities invite an audience of current, modern, and in-the-know children to
read the work.
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4. Translating Le livre qui t’explique
I first encountered Françoize Boucher’s Le livre qui t’explique in a Russian translation—
it was being advertised as witty, colorful, and worth the read on a children’s literature
website.9 Boucher and her works, I discovered, had quite a following in Russia. Her
popularity outside of France was an indication of her works’ universal subject matter and
appeal. A few of her works were available in English 10 so she had already been
introduced to an Anglophone audience—I wanted to continue her legacy by translating
Le livre qui t’explique.11 As evidenced by section one of this chapter, children’s literature
is an undervalued genre, an issue that is only intensified when discussing translated
children’s literature. Yet children’s literature absolutely needs to be translated—I aim to
perpetuate this fact in my work as a translator and through this thesis. Le livre qui
t’explique has valuable pedagogical, artistic, and comical qualities that can be appreciated
by a variety of audiences. Aside from translating this work simply to promote the
aforementioned values, its English translation also provides U.S. children with a cultural
education—one that comes from reading a book in translation.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9
Spbkids.ru is a Russian site that features reviews and recommendations for parents of
recently published children’s literature (both domestic and in translation).
10
Boucher’s works that are available in English translation are: Don’t Worry, Be Happy!
Or Else (2014), I Love Words (2010), and I Love People (2011).
11
I began my translation in late 2013. In March of 2014 a translation of this text was put
out by Walker Children’s—a UK publisher. Its translated title is How Cool* are Your
Parents? (*Or Not). I was obviously unaware that a translation of this exact text was
being worked on and that its publication preceded my defense in the fall of 2014. My
translation is still a valuable work because its target audience is different: my translation
is meant for U.S. readers as apposed to British readers. In fact, it seems that a similar
phenomenon has previously occurred: one of Boucher’s works was published under two
different translated titles: The Book That Will Make You Love Books: Even If You Hate
Reading! (2014) published by Walker Children’s (UK) and For The Love of Books: A
Book Lover’s Guide for Those Who Don’t Much Like To Read (2013) by Prestel (US).
14
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The aim of my English translation is to reproduce the work in both content and
form. In terms of the visual elements of the text: the illustrations, the color scheme, and
the font, the goal was to preserve them as much as possible, with the expectation that they
function in the new culture, since, “The ‘language’ of pictures is generally regarded as
international, capable of transcending linguistic and cultural boundaries” (O’Sullivan
2006:113). In terms of the text, the goal is to produce an English language work that
appeals to U.S. children in the same ways the original appeals to French children—to
produce a work that is humorous, effortless, and playful. It is these characteristics in
particular that give the text universal appeal. In terms of the variety of language used in
the original (word play, slang, foreign words) this was an essential characteristic that
needed to be present in the translation.
The target audience for the translation is U.S. children, as well as parents,
guardians and adults who may read the book along with children. The aim is not to
produce a book about French parents (and thus, French culture) for U.S. audiences. The
translation is meant to teach U.S. children about their (i.e. US) parents. Although the
main topic (parents) is universal, there are many aspects of the text that are culturally
French. Details like intertextual references to French culture or places, as well as all
measures (currency, time, metric system) were adapted to fit the target culture. Göte
Klingberg explains that this is especially common in the translation of children’s
literature, where certain characteristics are typically “candidates for cultural context
adaptation” such as, “locations, the food eaten, references to historical or cultural events,
currency, weights and measures” (1986). Since these are the aspects of the text that make
it most superficially recognizable as foreign (Klingberg 1986) and may be perceived as
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confusing or difficult to understand for young audiences. In my translation, these
adaptations were not done for the sake of domesticating12 the text, thereby erasing its
foreign aspects, but in order to produce a relatable and familiar text for U.S. readers.
Cultural education was naturally present in the text, simply by virtue of it being a
translation, and in places where it fit logically without taking away from the aims of the
text.
One characteristic of the text that clearly underlines it as a work not from the U.S.
is its attitude towards sex. It seems that, “European children’s books generally reflect a
more accepting attitude towards references to bodily functions and erotica than those
originally published in the US” (Freeman, Lehman 2001:31). Although this characteristic
does not necessarily educate U.S. children about French culture per se, it does show them
a different attitude about a subject than one they are used to seeing in domestic literature,
since “international authors often confront issues that U.S. authors are reticent to discuss,
but that children and young people benefit from knowing about. Examples include
alienation, living with disabilities, human sexuality…” (Tomlinson 1998:5, emphasis
mine). There is only one place in the text that mentions sex: it is referred to as “making
love” and is described as a natural (and enjoyable) act in which adults engage to produce
babies. The author speaks about it openly, she doesn’t use euphemisms, and the text is
accompanied by an image of two adults kissing in bed. She even stresses that, “It’s not
disgusting, it’s life!” (Boucher 2011:5). Boucher’s approach to this subject is likely more
direct than the average U.S. author’s, specifically her emphasis on it being enjoyable. Not
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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For a detailed discussion of domestication and foreignization in translation see Chapter
2 section 1:A, and/or Lawrence Venuti’s The Translator’s Invisibility: A History of
Translation (1995).
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censoring this topic in translation is a subtle way to introduce a different cultural
understanding of a taboo subject in the US, without overtly presenting the work as a
representation of (and/or educational tool about) French culture.13
The design and aesthetic qualities of the work also demonstrate its French cultural
origin. Through its format and layout the book introduces children to concepts of
aestheticism and style and stimulates children on a creative and artistic level. Instead of
focusing entirely on the text of the book, it is important for translators of children’s
literature to be aware that cultural and intellectual education is present in the visual parts
of the book as well. Oittinen stresses this by explaining that,
The visual appearance of a book is important for the child and always
includes not only the illustrations and selection of scenes, but even the
cover, the end pages and title pages, the actual typeface, the shape and
type of letters and headings and the book’s entire layout. All these
elements have an emotional impact on the reader. (2006: 94)
This emotional impact differs from work to work, and from that of domestic literature,
thus I chose to preserve these visual elements in my translation in order to expose my
target audience to foreign aspects of style.
There were a number of English language illustrated, informational, children’s
books that I used as inspiration in translating Le livre qui t’explique. One series that I
read and loved as a child was Amelia’s Notebooks written and illustrated by Marissa
Moss in the mid nineties (Moss continues to write the series to this day). Moss created a
journal-like book written by a fictional girl named Amelia. In her notebooks Amelia
journals about her various life experiences. Although the text is fictional, Amelia’s
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For an in depth discussion about the translation of taboo topics see Chapter 2 Section 3.
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experiences teach young readers about friendship, family, school, sports, etc.14 through
the voice of a young girl. The books are successful in the U.S. with children aged 9–12 .
Like Le livre qui t’explique, Amelia’s Notebooks are illustrated with simple line drawings
and diagrams in the hand of a child—however, these works are much more text heavy
than Boucher’s work. Although Moss’ work uses a larger variety of colors, Boucher’s tricolor work is more vibrant—due to the saturation, intensity, and amount of color per
page. These two differences: less text and more graphic colors, places Boucher’s work in
the context of modern day children’s literature and shows a visual progression from
Moss’ work, which was written in a style set twenty years ago. Today’s generation of
children expect and are attracted to highly iconic visual elements, which Boucher
implements in her work (Temple et al. 2001).
Another series that served as inspiration is the Magic School Bus books written by
Joanna Cole and illustrated by Bruce Degen. The series was first published in 1986 and
continues to this day. These informational picture books focus predominantly on topics of
science (outer space, the human body, under the sea, etc.). Like Moss’ work, these books
are more text heavy than Boucher’s. Unlike both works however, the Magic School Bus
books are illustrated in great detail and although the works are humorous the material is
not presented in a sarcastic manner. Both the aforementioned series are similar to
Boucher’s work in that the illustrations are absolutely integral to the reading of the text
and all three authors strive to educate children in a fun, interactive, and visually appealing
manner. The success of these two series in the US, as well as Boucher’s work in France,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The books I found particularly inspirational for my translation focused on the topic of
family: Amelia's Longest, Biggest, Most-Fights-Ever Family Reunion (2006) and
Amelia’s Family Ties (2000).
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and abroad indicates that children from all over the world (and at least for the past 30
years) enjoy and benefit from the genre of informational picture books.
The discussions above support my assertion—children’s literature absolutely
should be translated. Particularly, the translation of Le livre qui t’explique is valuable
because of its universal topic matter, the international popularity of the author and her
previous works, its playful, colorful design, and its educational and entertaining content.
In the end, the work is appealing to all types of children, because “regardless of where
they live in the world, children share the same needs, wants interests and feelings”
(Freeman and Lehman 2001:16). U.S. children and their families will greatly benefit
from having this work available in the English language and as part of the U.S. children’s
literary system.
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CHAPTER II
GET SET: JUMPING BOUCHER’S HURDLES

1. Translating Culturally Significant Topics
A. French cultural references
Boucher’s text features a number of references that celebrate French culture and appeal to
her French audiences. These references, however, are not familiar to U.S. audiences. In
translating the text into English I had to take the needs of the target audience into
account. I used a combination of translation strategies, including substitution, addition,
and omission, to create an English-language text grounded in the target culture. I made
the decision to domesticate15 in the case of cultural references in order to reproduce the
aims of the cultural references in the source text. Mieke Desmet, who writes about
intertextuality in translating children’s literature, writes, “cultural specificity as
exemplified by intertextuality need not defeat the translator, but may, on the contrary, be
the catalyst for a new, differently intertextual text” (2006:122). I followed her advice—
reformatting the references that were present in the source text to be specific to U.S.
culture. According to Susan Stan, who studied the types of books translated into English,
she concluded that “in the USA, editors tend to choose books that will travel easily and
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15
Domestication and foreignization are two translation strategies first explored by
Lawrence Venuti (The Translators Invisibility 1995). In domestication, the foreign
elements of the source text are minimized, producing a text that conforms to the cultural
values of the target audience. In foreignization, the foreignness of the original text is
retained (at times producing a text that breaks the target culture’s literary conventions).1B
1B
Both strategies have their supporters: Venuti was a proponent of foreignization,
believing that the foreign elements in a text should be highlighted by the translator to
register the linguistic and cultural difference of the foreign text (Venuti 1995). On the
other hand, Eugene Nida was in favor of domestication—seeing it as the strategy that
seeks to achieve complete naturalness of the expression in the target text (Nida 1964).
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that conform to American poetics, cultures, and values” (Oittinen 2006:40). Conforming
the English translation to U.S. culture thus gives it the best chance of publication in the
United States.
Tiina Puurtinen, a scholar of children’s literature, explains that children’s
literature, more so than adult literature simultaneously belongs “to the literary system and
to the social-education system, i.e. it is not only read for entertainment, recreation and
literary experience but also used as a tool for education and socialization” (1995:17).
Apart from the stated subject matter: parents, Boucher’s text educates readers on multiple
other subjects (like hygiene, language, and manners, to name a few). I found it more
valuable to highlight these educational qualities rather than introduce foreign cultural
references, especially in places where cultural education is not the focus.16 For the French
reader the cultural references in the text are not meant as education but as a way to
ground the text in the source culture. I chose specifically substitution because it allows
the intertextual references to be based on the target culture. As Desmet comments this is
“a sensible strategy [because] it creates differently intertextual texts and solidly positions
the translation as a target language text” (2006:132). Finally, Boucher’s text is positioned
within the French literary system—providing another catalyst for domestication. In her
essay on translating contemporary children’s literature, Marisa Lopez writes about this
phenomenon: “it is interesting that strong literary systems tend to be impermeable,
thereby facilitating the tendency of the translations to transform foreign repertoires (and
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In places where cultural education is the focus, or in places where there isn’t a clear
educational focus, I took the opportunity to add new or keep existing foreign cultural
references. The result is that the text’s French characteristics were not entirely erased (or
replaced with target culture equivalents), but were featured at times when the Englishlanguage text allowed.
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ideologies) into those of the source nationality” (2006:47). Exactly how I approached
domesticating each individual cultural reference was dependent on its context and format.
Generalization is one approach used in translating cultural references. A page
featuring an illustration of two parents saying typical parent-like things like, “pick up
your socks” (Boucher 2012:11) demonstrates that parents appear to be very mundane and
average. The parents say such average phrases that all of them should be entirely familiar
to a child. So familiar in fact, that the child may have even heard their parents saying
those exact words at one time or another. The text goes on to explain that, in fact, this is
all a cover because parents are actually quite amazing. The mundane phrases the parents
say are thus sharply contrasted by the amazing qualities parents are shown to possess.
One of the things the French mother says is, “I’m going to make a soufflé” (Boucher
2012:11). A mother making a soufflé may sound entirely normal to a French child but to
a U.S. child this phrase is quite exotic. Translating it literally would be problematic in
two ways. First, making a soufflé is not average or mundane—thus diminishing the effect
of the contrast created by the text on the next page that proves the opposite. Second, the
utterance is not relatable to a U.S. child—thus alienating the reader from the text. The
U.S. children reading the book need to see their parents in the parents of the text. This is
not an appropriate place in the translation to introduce a French reference. My decision
not to transliterate soufflé17 is not aimed at erasing the book’s French qualities, nor does it
assume that U.S. children (who may be growing up in varied multicultural environments)
are all unfamiliar with a soufflé. The food needs to be just as average as the language of
the parents. In order to maintain the sharp contrast between the average parental
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Soufflé has entered the English language and can be found in Merriam Webster’s
dictionary.
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utterances on one page and the amazing parental behavior on the next, I substituted a
general word, rather than a culturally-specific one, for soufflé. In the translation, the
mother says, “I’m going to make dinner.” The generalization functions within the U.S.
culture because there is no go-to, average U.S. meal, instead “dinner” translation appeals
to all the different cultures and types of dinners had every night in the United States.
Two other food references are present in the text. One page features a drawing of
a dirty child. The odor waves emanating from him are explained to be “méchante odeur
de rillettes” ‘bad odor from rillettes’ and “parfum de gruyère mortel” ‘deadly smell of
gruyere’ (Boucher 2012:44). Gruyere and (especially) rillettes will not be familiar to the
average U.S. child, not to mention the fact that they have a strong (stereotypically bad)
odor. If these were to be translated literally, the U.S. child would understand it
marginally—the descriptive adjectives clearly tell the child that the smell is bad
(“deadly,” “bad”) but the added fun of being able to identify each smell would be lost.
One option, as proposed by Desmet, is to simplify these references by omitting the food
items: “another translation strategy with regard to references that translators predict will
remain dormant in the target audience would be to delete them—robbing the target text
reader of the references all together” (Desmet 2006:125). I could have described the odor
waves as “bad smell” and “deadly odor.” Obviously, this is not nearly as funny as the
original, nor does it allow the reader to be able to accurately imagine exactly what the
child smells like. Following Desmet’s strategy would indeed “rob” the text of a key
element. My aim was to keep the references as specific as possible (and thus funny) so I
replaced the two unfamiliar French foods with common U.S. foods. The case with
Gruyere is clearly cultural—although connotations of cheese smelling bad seem to be
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universal, 18 knowledge of specific (Swiss) cheese varieties is not. So I simplified
“gruyere” to “cheese” and amplified it by the noun “stench”—fully translated as, “deadly
cheese stench.” For “rillettes” I used a food that U.S. children associate with smelling
bad: fish, but because of previous generalizing translation choices, I wanted to be as
specific as possible. The translation became, “unfortunate tuna-like odor.” Both
translations are specific enough to be funny and provide the U.S. child with a clear idea
of the bad smells.
The final food reference comes up when the mother in the text is very upset about
burning her broccoli gratin. The anecdote has nothing to do with what she burned,
focusing instead on the mother’s reaction to burning something. The mother’s inflated
frustration is comical but there is additional comedy in the fact that she is upset at
burning something that is not appetizing to a child. Like soufflé the word gratin has made
its way into English vocabulary, but it is likely to be unfamiliar to most children. Not to
mention, those unfamiliar with the word (whether adult or child reader) would likely
mispronounce it when reading it.19 I substituted “casserole” to eliminate any linguistic or
phonetic confusion. Omitting gratin altogether is one option, but in this particular case
the illustration had an effect on my translating decision. The image that corresponds with
the text shows a mother holding a casserole dish. In her essay “Translating Pictures,”
Emer O’Sullivan explains that “picture books present a special challenge to the translator,
as the presence and interaction of two media make the process more complex. The more
intricate the interplay between words and picture, the more complex the task of
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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One example of cheese used as a euphemism for a bad smell in English is, “who cut the
cheese.”
19
Leaving gratin in the text may actually be counter productive to education, because of
the possibility of learning a French word incorrectly.
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translating” (2006:114). Although this is a minor detail, I wanted the translation to be as
accurate as possible in reference to the illustration—thus the translation “broccoli
casserole.” Even the smallest details like this help ground the work as an original English
text.
One geographical cultural reference appears when two parents are taking their
children to “le fabuleux musée de la moule en Bretagne” ‘fabulous museum of mussels in
Brittany (Boucher 2012:49) for the weekend. The region of Brittany is known for its
seafood and particularly mussels—and although no such museum actually exists, it is
clear why this is a desirable trip for adults. Obviously, this trip does not seem so
“fabulous” to a child—the text goes on to say that they would rather spend the weekend
in Disneyland. In the source text the location serves as reinforcement of common ground
between author, subject (parents), and reader: French geography is common knowledge.
This detail is also educational—if a French child does not know where Brittany is or what
it is known for, a French adult can explain it to them, educating the child on both topics.
This detail is problematic for the translator. Even if a U.S. child is aware of a place called
Brittany, presumably it wouldn’t make sense to them that a U.S. parent (since that is the
subject of the target text) would take their child all the way to France for the weekend.
For the target text to have the same geographical characteristics as the source text, I
needed to find a functional equivalent20 of Brittany, i.e. a particular U.S. state that is
known for its seafood. My solution was to use Maine. The U.S. parent can similarly use
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Eugene Nida theorized the translation principal of Dynamic (or functional) equivalence
that, although dated, is foundational to translation theory. “Dynamic equivalence is not
concerned with matching message in the source language to the message in the target
language, but to produce the same effect on the receptor language reader. Dynamic
equivalence is the closest natural equivalent to the source-language message” (1964:159).
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the text to educate their child on U.S. geography and well-known characteristics of
certain states. My translation reads, “We’re going to an amazing oyster farm in Maine
this weekend!” The hyperbolic use of the word “amazing” brings similar humor to the
child reader, who probably finds absolutely nothing amazing about oysters.

B. Brands
One unique characteristic of the text is Boucher’s use of both French and International
brands.21 By using specific brands (i.e. Nutella) instead of generic entities (i.e. chocolate
spread) the text enables readers to imagine exactly what is being talked about, without the
need for further descriptions or explanations—this brings the text to life, while keeping
the text succinct and simple. It also creates a common ground between the author and the
reader—the child trusts the author and her opinions because they are a part of the same
group, a group that is aware of, is exposed to, and is a consumer of these brands. In her
study of youth language, Jannis Androutsopoulos finds that “it is common for youth to
draw on linguistic resources such as slogans to signal group identity” (2002). A slogan is
a form of branding—a tool that companies use to attract consumers. Thus brands
themselves can also signal group identity. Within the work brands are a form on modernday intertextuality—instead of referring to other literature, Boucher refers to the text of
brands, likely because modern day children are exposed to these types of “texts” in much
greater numbers. Boucher astutely uses an established literary norm in a way that
corresponds to her readers’ knowledge. Pat Pinsent explains that this type of
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The American Marketing Association (AMA) defines a brand as a "name, term, sign,
symbol or design, or a combination of them intended to identify the goods and services of
one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of other sellers.”
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intertextuality in children’s literature is normal, “since young readers are necessarily at
the start of their literary histories and so have less of reservoir of literary texts on which
to draw” (2005:194) instead, children, “are likely to have a greater knowledge of non
literary texts such as television programs, commercials, pop music, illustrations, films,
and cartoons” (2005:194). Boucher’s use of intertextuality positions the text within the
genre of entertainment: television, magazine, billboards, and the internet, all of which are
presumably referring to and advertising the same brands. She simultaneously
disassociates it from traditional forms of literature, marking the text original, current, and
trendy. Lastly, the repeated use of brands can be seen as form of education through
hyperbole. On the one hand, Boucher is mocking the constant brand exposure that is seen
in other forms of entertainment by perpetuating it. On the other, she is alluding to the
overexposure of this type of advertising, challenging her readers to notice and reflect
upon it.
I approached the translation of brands with cultural specificity to the US—
substitution was used in the majority of cases, with the exception of a few, where a brand
was simply omitted. Leaving the brand names in French was not a viable option and
omitting them entirely would have greatly altered the intertextual and comedic qualities
of the text.
The first page of the book has a drawing of a tube of toothpaste with the flavor
“Fraise Tagada®” (Boucher 2012:1). Fraise Tagada is a strawberry flavored soft candy
that comes in the shape of a strawberry.22 Fraise Tagada is very popular in France. The
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Fraise Tagada is produced by the German company Haribo. It was founded in 1920
(Haribo.com) and is most known in Europe and the United States for making gummy
bears.
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ubiquity of the candy assumes that most French children will recognize the reference and
be entertained by it. The comedy is two-fold because that flavor of toothpaste does not
exist and because eating Fraise Tagada is actually very bad for teeth. For the text to have
the same effect on U.S. children, I looked for a translation that fit as many of the above
criteria as possible. A popular U.S. candy which is chewy, fruit flavored, and bad for
teeth is jelly beans.23 It is important to maintain the use of a specific brand of candy,
especially since the use of trademark (®) in the source text is an exaggerated way to
highlight branding and adds humor to the reference. The brand JellyBelly24 produces
more than 37 million pounds (17,000 tons) of candy annually (Jelly Belly Candy Co.)
The ubiquity of JellyBelly in the U.S. and the similitude of their flavor profile and
textural consistency to Fraise Tagada makes them a functional substitution. The final
translation is, “Strawberry JellyBelly® flavor.” Fraise Tagada returns later in the text—
there is a drawing of a child with bits of food stuck in his braces. One caption reads,
“restes de fraise Tagada” ‘leftovers of Fraise Tagada’ and another “Carambar Interdit”
‘Carambar prohibited’ (Boucher 2012:46). For consistency “Strawberry JellyBelly®”
was used again for Fraise Tagada. The original is humorous because it implies that only
some of the Tagada got stuck. Since jellybeans are about a third the size of a Tagada, I
translated it as, “lone strawberry JellyBelly” which is funnier than “left over JellyBelly.”
Carambar is the brand name of a chewy, caramel candy that comes in individually
wrapped, rectangular pieces. On the inside of each Carambar wrapper is a joke. A similar
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Of course, a perfect functional equivalent does not exist. Other viable options are
Skittles, Gummy Bears, or Starburst, to name a few. However, unlike those candies, jelly
beans (like Fraise Tagada) come in packages that are exclusively one flavor.
24
Jelly Belly, formerly The Herman Goelitz Candy Company, was founded in 1869 in
Illinois by two German immigrants and was the first American manufacturer of gummy
bears (Jelly Belly Candy Co.).
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U.S. candy that is chewy, comes individually wrapped, and has jokes on its wrappers is a
Laffy Taffy. Although the flavor profile (Laffy Taffys are fruit flavored) is not similar to
Carambar, all the other similarities (including that it is very dangerous to eat if you have
braces) makes this an appropriate substitution.
An instance of brand overload appears when two parents are drawn as CroMagnons and, to emphasize their age, the accompanying text reads: “[Ils sont] nés avant
Internet, Facebook, le TGV, les Chocapics et le Coca Zero” ‘They were born before the
internet, Facebook, the TGV, Chocapics and Coke Zero’ (Boucher 2012:23). This
humorously highlights that parents must be very old if they have lived without these
contemporary and (in a child’s mind) indispensable inventions. As posited earlier,
Boucher may be making a subtle social point since the list is exclusively made up of
brands: today’s children cannot imagine their lives without branding—without
consumerism—and they identify with brands, rather than with concepts. General terms
such as, “born before air travel, fast food, and cell phones” do not have the same effect on
readers. This use of brands is significant and needed to be present in translation in order
to preserve the social commentary. The Internet, Facebook, and Coke Zero are universal
brands and function in the target culture.25 TGV stands for “Train à Grande Vitesse”
‘high-speed train.’ It transformed train travel in France in the 1970s and is the country’s
national high-speed rail service to this day. U.S. citizens do not travel by train as often as
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Androutsopoulos writes that exposure to various media is a large contributor to the
types of English young people from all over the world are exposed to and thus learn to
incorporate into both their speech and writing, all to show that they’re a part of the global
youth culture. As a result, U.S. slang and related resources (such as jingles and brands)
have become a global code for youth worldwide (2002). Thus, Boucher’s use of
specifically U.S. resources points at her aim to produce a text that is a part of today’s
global youth culture.
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French families do, nor are trains as ubiquitous or common in the United States. One
solution is to replace TGV with Amtrak, the most well-known U.S. train service. Another
solution is to translate it literally as, “high-speed trains.” Yet another solution is to
replace TGV with a more common, newer mode of transportation, preferably, one that
transformed travel in the country. U.S. children relate better to car travel than to train
travel, or to any other mode of transportation. A recent development is the invention of
hybrid cars. Today’s U.S. children are as familiar with this innovation as French children
are with the TGV. Finally, Chocapics is a popular chocolate cereal made by Nestlé (a
Swiss company that is well known internationally). An appropriate U.S. equivalent is the
well known chocolate cereal Cocoa Puffs, manufactured by the U.S. company General
Mills. The translation reads, “Parents were born before the internet, Facebook, hybrid
cars, Cocoa Puffs and Coke Zero.”

C. Slang
Boucher’s text is educational—it aims to teach children about parents. Boucher is not
only a parent of four, she is also an established author of informational books for
children. She knows how to effectively speak to children on topics she is knowledgeable
about. This puts her in a position of authority and power over her readers, and it becomes
easy to fall into a pedantic role or to preach to her readers. Boucher avoids this by using a
lower register of language than one normally seen in educational literature, even for
children. Isabelle Desmidt explains that all children’s literature, “should, according to
pedagogical norms, be adjusted to the language skills of the child” (2006:87) in order to
best enhance their development. Boucher aims to contribute to her readers’ intellectual
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development but instead of constricting herself with staunch “pedagogical norms” she
speaks to children in a way she knows will catch their attention and which, in the end, is
adjusted to their language skill. She does this by using slang—one of the main
characteristics of the text that makes it so appealing to children. In her exposé on teen
slang, Anna-Brita Stenström defines slang as
a short-lived, group-related, ever changing colloquial language variety that
is below the level of stylistically neutral language. It is described as a
creative and innovative, often playful and metaphorical (Stenström 2002).
With the use of this colloquial language, aside from creating humor and downplaying her
authority, Boucher underlines the diversity of language varieties. Boucher speaks to
children on their level—not from above—she speaks to them as equals, even though she
admits to know more about parents than they do. Boucher’s incorporation of slang into
the text is quite poignant: through the use of current slang she appeals to children on an
intimate level, assuring them that author and reader are in the same social group. In his
illuminating essay on slang, Tom Dalzell writes about its incredible power, explaining
that its primary focus is to
establish a sense of commonality among its speakers. When slang is used,
there is a subtext to the primary message. That subtext speaks to the
speaker’s and listeners’ membership in the same “tribe” (2004).
However, Boucher’s message is by no means diminished by its form.26 The text and
subject matter are by no means dumbed-down for the sake of the young reader, in fact,
Boucher’s use of irony, humor, and sarcasm presupposes a certain level of intelligence in
her audience. Additionally, slang can function as a sort of foreign language—one must be
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Dalzell notes that “sometimes the primary message is not in the meaning of what is
said, but in the very use of slang—a compelling example of how the medium can be the
message” (2004).
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able to recognize its function in order to understand it. Lastly, slang entertains the reader,
rendering the work playful, lighthearted, and approachable. Elisa Mattiello describes it as
language that is “fresh and novel, often colorful, faddish, playful and humorous and aims
either at establishing a social identity for the speaker or at making a strong impression
upon the hearer” (2009:67). Boucher uses slang to do both: she establishes herself as
trustworthy and socially knowledgeable, while impressing her readers through humor and
wit.
One danger of using slang is its transitory nature, because “slang and popular
expressions are quickly dated” (Kiefer 2010:12) and “slang is highly time-sensitive and
short-lived” (Mattiello 2009:68). On one hand, using it helps ground the work in a
specific time period. The cultural references and type of slang used, ground Boucher’s
work in the twenty-first. The slang in the text is current and when outdated slang is used
it is meant to be funny and sarcastic. On the other hand, by using current slang Boucher
has cursed her work with a short life span since, “with slang, each generation has the
chance to shape and propagate its own lexicon” (Dalzell 2004). As relevant as the book
seems to today’s child, it will be that much more outdated to a child from a future
generation. Slang changes at an incredibly fast rate—by saturating her text with it
Boucher has not given herself much leeway in creating a timeless work. In weighing the
choice between creating a timeless translation and a translation that has similar
contemporary characteristics as the source, I chose to follow in Boucher’s footsteps.
Using both slang and creating a work with significant longevity is a mutually exclusive
act. In order for the translation to be playful, humorous and socially relevant to today’s
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children I used slang, thus creating an English language work that will suffer the same
transitory fate as the source text.
In translating the slang my biggest challenge was to identify and ground each
term in the source culture as per Mattiello’s advice in her essay of the difficulty of slang
translation,
Before translating slang (transposing a slang expression) into another
language, one should consider: who the speaker is, what the effects he
wants to produce upon his hearer are, and what linguistic devices he uses
for this purpose (2009:83).
This was difficult. Slang comes in many different varieties, it can be light or it can be
crass; it can be narrowly attributed to a certain part of the population (an age group, a
racial group, or a gender group) or it can be widespread; or it may be a source of social
comparison, “delineating winner from loser, in-crowd from outcast, or oppressor from
oppressed, providing catchy and memorable labels for us versus them” (Dalzell 2004). It
is necessary to identify these distinctions in order to determine who is speaking and what
effects the slang means to produce. This was by far the most difficult part of this
translation. Slang, or any colloquial language, is so particular to a culture that the best
way to understand it is to experience it—to live within it—not through the use of
dictionaries or references. Boucher’s use of slang is clearly comedic—but in order for
humor to work it “needs a common ground or frame where interlocutors share a history
and a way to interpret experience. Humorous emissions have their effect by referring to a
frame of shared knowledge.” (Ana Maria Rojo Lopez qtd. in Maher 2011:8) Translators
are often called the closest of readers, and each reader “always brings along his own
personality and background to the reading/viewing” (Oittinen 2006:95). This inevitably
affects each translator’s process, not to mention, “translators never translate words in
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isolation, but whole situations. They bring to the translation their cultural heritage, their
reading experience, and in the case of children’s books, their image of childhood”
(Oittinen 2000:3). In the case of slang, it is certain that a different person would have
come up with drastically different translations. The factor that played the largest part in
the outcome of the translation was my age, my background, the U.S. culture, and my
personal subgroup within that culture. 27 I chose slang words that sounded the most
accurate in my mind and according to my image of childhood. Aside from being the most
transient, this part of the text is also the least universal—which is the very essence of
slang: to be particular to a certain groups in order to bond the people in those groups
together and isolate out-group members.
The first instance of slang in the text appears when an obese mammoth thinks, “Je
me taperais28 bien un cheeseburger” (Boucher 2012:14). The implied meaning is that the
mammoth wants a cheeseburger but the verb “taper” is not only familiar but also a bit
rude. The rudeness is mediated by the fact that the mammoth isn’t saying the phrase but
merely thinking it. The most direct translation of the verb “taper” is “to hit.” A similarly
colloquial saying in English is “to hit up” meaning to go somewhere, for instance, “I
would love to hit up a cheeseburger stand.” Not only does this add an extra word (stand)
in order for the phrase to make sense, it is a bit too long for the physical space allotted in
the thought bubble of the mammoth, and since the phrase isn’t very concise, it loses some
of its humorous effect. A shorter option is, “I could really go for a cheeseburger.” Here
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27
I grew up in the southern United States, in the 1990s, in a predominantly white,
educated, middle class environment. All these factors play a large role in the type of
slang I was exposed to as a child, the kind of slang I understand to this day as an adult,
and the reservoir of knowledge I depended on when crafting my translation.
28
Slang text is italicized.
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the phrase is neither crass nor includes any slang—losing its comic punch. I translated the
phrase as, “Gimme a cheeseburger.” This utterance is short and to the point and fits
perfectly in the physical space allotted for it. The incorrect grammar of “gimme” is
comical, giving the mammoth an urgency of desire. Although the translation is not very
crass, it is rude. This rudeness is highlighted by the fact that a colloquialism that is
typically spoken is written out on the page.29
One vignette in the text explains how parents will react if someone is insulting
their child. The insult that is given as an example is, “Gros naze débile à 3 neurons” ‘a
huge lame idiot with only 3 neurons’ (Boucher 2012:16). The translation needed to have
an actual insult used by U.S. children, not just fabricate one from the elements of the
source text. Using an existing insult would appeal to U.S. children and render the
translation as an original text. A common Anglophone insult that alludes to someone’s
stupidity, without outright calling them stupid is “not the sharpest tool in the shed,” or
“not the brightest crayon in the box.” After some research I found a similar insult that,
conveniently, also references neurons: “you’re a neuron short of a synapse.” This is quite
an intelligent insult—for the child reader to understand this insult he must understand
what a synapse is, how many neurons it involves, and be able to deduce the underlying
insult in the phrase. Plus, unlike the original (which uses the word débil to signify
stupidity) this insult doesn’t have any explicitly negative words. In this way, the child is
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Androutsopoulos comments that when discussing slang in written language (as apposed
to spoken language) spelling alone can be an indicator of slang. She gives an example
pertinent to this text: “in print and on the Internet, English often comes with non-standard
spellings that may indicate colloquial or non-standard pronunciation (e.g. gimme) or may
serve as purely visual distinction” (2002) from non-slang language (give me).
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learning about brain function and science and the text is not being dumbed-down in order
to appeal to children. I used this insult in the translation.
There are a few instances where slang is used in the translation where it is not
present in the original. It is normal that certain situations are more susceptible to slang
use in different languages—I took full advantage when an opportunity presented itself to
insert English slang. Desmet elaborates that the translation strategy of substitution,
especially of cultural references, is often “linked with compensation, that is, where it is
impossible to create the same effect [in translation that exists in the source] translators
can compensate by creating that effect in a place where the source text does not have a
reference (2006:125).What matters is that the text as a whole is colloquial and casual—
the exact location of each slang word is not as critical as having slang be present
throughout the text. Essentially, my goal is “to retain the [text’s] play of ideas”
(O'Sullivan 2006:201).
The text describes parents as “super fortiche” ‘very good’ at solving children’s
problems. “Fortiche” is moderate slang used by people of all ages and is not particularly
funny. I wanted to use a slang expression in English that is funnier, more contemporary,
and exclusively used by children. This is an important declaration—I wanted to enhance
its impact by addressing it in a language that would truly resonate with children. My
decision parallels with the modernity and playfulness of the text as a whole. In his essays
on translating humor and wordplay, Jeroen Vandaele quotes von Stackelberg’s (1988)
poignant question, “Should that translator be allowed to make us laugh at his own ideas
rather than at those of the author?” (Vandaele 2010:151). A question that haunts the
translator because instinctively we think the answer is “no.” However, when working
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with a text like Boucher’s, one alive with creativity and innovation, should the translator
deny herself the chance to partake in her own creative measures to produce a creative
translation? My translating decisions throughout the work, but especially in this particular
case, are a resounding “yes” in answer to Stackelberg’s question. Yes! I aim to make U.S.
readers laugh at my ideas—ideas different from Boucher’s but necessarily inspired by
her. In the case of “fortiche” my translation is, “parents are thebomb.com at solving
children’s problems.”
Later in the text a hysterical mother, who is in obvious distress, is yelling
“Arghhhh! Mais qui a encore piqué mon sèche-cheveux?” ‘Who has once again stolen
my hair dryer?’ (Boucher 2012:83) The verb “piquer” is relatively tame slang for “to
steal” on the level of “to run off with” or “to swipe.” I wanted to intensify the mother’s
outburst and use a word that may be new to a child. This is another instance where I took
creative liberties in my translation. Since it is clear that this is not the first time her
hairdryer went missing, I translated it as, “Who’s the klepto behind my missing
hairdryer?” “Klepto” is quite tame, in fact its only slang quality is that it is an
abbreviation (of kleptomaniac). The hyperbolic use of the term to describe a missing
hairdryer adds to the humor of the situation and has the potential to teach the child reader
a new word.
One vignette shows a child wearing a shirt that says, “I ♥ Glander.” “Glander” is
an idiomatic verb that means to loaf about, to hang around, or to be lazy and do nothing.
None of those options in English had the same succinctness as the French. Also because
the text had to fit in a small space on the page using more than three words was not ideal.
The translation needed to be a short phrase with an element of slang. Another important
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characteristic of the original is the use of a symbol (heart) in place of a word (love)—
quite appropriate since the text is a decal on a shirt.30 My translation reads, “Bum 4 life.”
Instead of the heart I used a number for a word (for)—creating a similar humorous effect
and symbol/word interplay, also known as a visual pun. The use of the word “bum,” a
slang way to refer to a lazy person, gives the phrase an appropriate colloquial register.
Lastly, the shortness of the translation allows it to fit perfectly in the physical space on
the page.
A particular challenge arose on page 35. Here, parents are praised for doing
whatever they can to make their children happy. The text says that compared to parents,
Santa Claus is a hoax, since he only comes around once a year. On this page there are
five separate descriptions of Santa: “arnaque” ‘a hoax,’ “super glandeur” ‘a slacker/bum,’
“escroc” ‘a con man,’ “maxi flemmard” ‘very lazy,’ and “espèce de gros fainéant”
‘slacker/lazy’ (Boucher 2012:35). These are all various slang ways of expressing a
similar idea: that Santa is lazy and a scam. There are not five distinctive slang terms in
English for these concepts—a testament that one language may have more terms for
something than another language. 31 Most likely five different slang terms are used
because they are available, rather than because that many descriptions are needed to get
the point across. In the translation only four terms are used—in lieu of using five terms
that did not differ enough semantically or etymologically. I decided on the following
translation, “Santa Claus is a huge scam.” As well as “fraud,” “lazy bones,” and “biggest
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
30
According to Samuel Johnson in A Dictionary of the English Language (1755) a
symbol is "a type; that which comprehends in its figure a representation of something
else." This definition is still used today.
31
For more on this idea see the principal of linguistic relativity (commonly referred to as
the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis). Also, Franz Boas’ popularly discredited but recently
reinstated (Robson 2013) notion that “Eskimos have hundreds of words for snow.”
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couch potato.” My expansion of “lazy” to “lazy bones” and the phrase “couch potato”
both have colloquial connotations, positioning the text in the target culture.
One heading reads, “Ça, c’est vraiment super chouette” ‘Now that’s really very
cool’ (Boucher 2012:26). “Chouette” is outdated slang for “cool” or “neat”—something a
parent or adult might say. Compared to the contemporary slang throughout the text, it is
clear that the use of this outdated slang is purposeful. This page is underlining the many
things children get for free from their parents, such as laundry service, three meals a day,
and homework help. The text is likely alluding to something parents actually say to their
children, “I do so much for you…” The outdated “chouette” in the heading of the page is
thus also referencing something a parent might say. Here, the task of the translator is to
understand who the utterance is attributed to, then determine why certain vocabulary is
used in the text, and then emulate the same reaction from their target readers. In this
vignette, the use of outdated parental slang is important to maintain. I translated
“chouette” as “rad.” A similar instance appears later in the text, when Miff Ingerstuck
exclaims, “zut” ‘shoot’ (Boucher 2012:46) after getting his finger stuck up his nose.
Since Miff is 102 years old, he obviously uses old fashioned slang. To achieve the same
effect in English the translation is, “rats.”
One anecdote features parents doing the opposite of what they preach. After the
mother tells the child to “watch your tongue,” she is pictured using unflattering language
herself. The mother says, “Crotte de biquette poilue de merdouille de four à la con,
saperliquéquette!” (Boucher 2012:63). Some of the words are crossed out in the text to
indicate their inappropriate nature but they are all still clearly legible. The phrase is a
combination of tame, slightly less tame, and made-up expletives—for obvious reasons
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the text could not include actual expletives in a children’s book. Nonetheless it
conveys—with the help of the words being crossed out—that what is being said is not
appropriate. In translating this phrase, the challenge is understanding the target audience.
If the fanciful curse words allude to actual curse words, does this assume that the child
reader knows the curse words? Does the humor in the phrase depend on this assumption?
Or is the allusion meant for older audiences, including adults? Is it important for the child
to understand the reference—or will the fanciful curses still be humorous to him
regardless? Lastly, if the utterance has no semblance to curse words at all (the safest
possible solution), will the humor be entirely lost? A last, more practical, question is: will
the allusion to curse words be seen as problematic to U.S. parents and families? These
questions are not new in the translation of children’s literature, as Carl Tomilson
discusses in his book about international children’s literature,
Publishers must sometimes consider potential for censorship of
international children’s books in this country. Foreign authors and
illustrators of children’s books are often more straightforward that their
U.S. counterparts (1998:19).
Along with publishers and editors who influence the content of a text, the
translation process itself represents yet
another filter through which a text has to pass before reaching child
readers and the filter is often used to “correct” aspects of the original text
that are not deemed acceptable for them (O’Sullivan 2006:153).
Is this use of expletives an aspect that needs correction? One option is to use symbols to
indicate a curse word without actually using one, i.e. $#*!. This is perhaps the best choice
for avoiding inadvertently teaching and exposing children to expletives and the use of
signs for letters is in line with the playful style of the text and the reoccurring use of
visual puns. Using symbols will lead older children and adults to understand the allusion
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clearly, while a younger child will understand that it is a “bad word” but have no
exposure to the word itself. This method, however, conceals something from the reader—
the author speaks to the child from above, hiding certain truths that she cannot tell them
outright. This concealment is typical adult behavior and completely contrary to the theme
of the book. In fact, Boucher is actually alluding to this parental tendency by crossing out
certain bad words—but she still allows the words to be read, thus revealing the “secret”
to her readers. This reinforces the text’s use of slang as a form of defying conventions
since, “slang is a core element of youth culture as a defiant gesture of resistance” (Dalzell
2004). In order to maintain this honesty and not simplify the text for U.S. readers, I
translated the expletive sentence as, “Gosh darn, mother trucking, son of a biscuit!” The
most severe of these quasi-curse words is “mother trucking,” so I crossed it out. “Gosh
darn” is absolutely harmless and carries a southern, outdated connotation in American
English that is humorous. The last phrase is also tame, even though it alludes to a harsher
expletive. An older reader will understand the reference and the humor in it, while a
younger reader will still find it comical because of the nonsensical nature of the phrase.
Lastly, using “biscuit” is in line with the southern flavor of “gosh darn it.”32 Overall the
translation is tame enough to be published in a U.S. children’s book but sophisticated
enough to be considered funny by both child readers and adults.
Finally, in a different colloquial realm, but still a form of slang, are the many
terms of endearment used in the text. These expressions are unique because they are less
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32
My personal background of being from the South inevitably had an effect on how I
translated this phrase but it also turned out to have some hidden comedy. It plays with a
common stereotype: southerners are seen as being proper, religious, and reserved—
harking back to plantation era sophistication. A northern parent may curse, but a southern
mother would never dare to! Thus, by using curse words with a southern connotation the
phrase becomes even more humorous because it contradicts a common stereotype.
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dependent on a particular time period than other slang in the text—terms of endearment
tend to be more classic and long standing. However, terms of endearment can also be
very personal and particular to each family. I needed the most general and well known
expressions in English in order for the translation to resonate with the greatest number of
readers. The terms used in translation include, “honey,” “darling,” “sweetie,” and “dear.”
Sometimes, their use is exaggerated in order to mock parental affection and illustrate
humorous situations. One such instance is when parents overuse these terms in public—
greatly embarrassing their children. A father calls his child, “mon gros lapin chéri
chouchoubidou” ‘my big darling bunny chouchoubidou’ 33 (Boucher 2012:77). The
translation needed to be an excessively funny combination of existing terms in English. I
translated it as, “my honey bunny cutie patootie.” Conveniently, “bunny” is used for
endearment in both languages—this element of the phrase works well in translation. The
combination of “honey-bunny” and “cutie-patootie” mimics the alliteration, rhyme, and
nonsensical nature of the original.

D. Metric system, money, time
All metric measurements are changed to U.S. customary units—this is common practice
for most non-academic translations, especially in children’s literature where clarity and
standardization is essential. All times are changed from military to

AM/PM.

And all

currency in euros is changed to dollars (although there were multiple instances where
dollars were used in the original).
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Chouchoubidou is a nonsensical combination of sounds originating from “chou”—the
most common French pet-name—‘cabbage.’
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2. Translating Linguistically Bound Terms
A. Wordplay
One of the most playful characteristics of Boucher’s text is her use of wordplay. In his
essay on wordplay in translation, Dirk Delabastita defines wordplay as
the various textual phenomena in which structural features of the language
are exploited in order to bring about a communicatively significant
confrontation of two (or more) linguistic structures with more or less
similar forms and more or less different meanings (1996:128).
This confrontation also provides humor, since, “humor occurs when a rule has not been
followed, when an expectation is set up and not confirmed, when the incongruity is
resolved in an alternative way” (Vandaele 2010:149). Aside from being a comedic
element of the text, wordplay assumes a level of intelligence in the reader. For a
translator wordplay is a particular challenge because it absolutely depends on specific
characteristics of a certain language. Delabastita asks, “If puns owe their meanings and
effects to the very structure of the source language, how could they be divorced from that
language and be taken across the language barrier?” (1996:127). My answer is that in
order to recreate wordplay in the target text the translator must be very creative within
her own language, allow herself liberties, and not be restricted by the source text.34
Another difficult aspect of translating wordplay is its referential nature—each culture has
unique references that are built into the wordplay for it to be effective and humorous.
Again, Delabastita cautions that puns may be more complex than they seem, since
language can be used as both “the mere dress of meaning” (1996:128) or the actual
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34
My answer is supported by Rachel Weissbrod, who writes about translating wordplay
in Alice in Wonderland. She writes “many of the shifts that occur in wordplay translation
are indeed so-called obligatory shifts; they are necessitated by structural differences
between source and target language” (1996:232). A number of these “obligatory shifts”
occur in my translation.
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source of meaning, and puns may “exemplify the way a particular language expresses or
shapes a world view” (1996:128). More optimistic than Delabastita, Weissbrod reassures
us that, “The translation of wordplay is not impossible from a theoretical point of view”
(1996:231). She explains that the norms of the source culture guide the translator to use
any and “all the means at their disposal [and even to] replace the original instances by
completely new ones which are rooted in different textual and cultural space (Weissbrod
1996:231). I followed this model in translating the wordplay in the text.
The inside cover of the book features a removable door hanger in the shape of a
monster. The monster’s name is “Sam Foulatrouille” which sounds like the idiomatic
phrase, “Ça me fout la trouille” ‘that scares the crap out of me.’ This is a very successful
play on words because Sam is a real name—the joke does not reveal itself until the reader
finishes reading the whole name. Also, because the spelling of the name is different
enough from the spelling of the idiomatic phrase, it does not visually look like a pun—
only when the name is read out loud does it become funny. All of these things had to be
taken into consideration in crafting a translation. The main goal is to use an actual name,
but also to convey the message of fear. My translation is “Terry Fying.” Conveniently,
the Monster introduces himself—the name works even better in a full sentence, “Hello,
I’m Terry Fying.”
Later in the text two parents are shown saying typical things all parents say. They
are introduced as “Monsieur et Madame Toulemonde” a play on “tout le monde”
‘everybody.’ Their name is an indicator of how average these parents are. Instead of
simply using “average” I wanted to use a U.S. colloquialism to make the name, and
reference of average-ness, more funny. I chose the phrase “run of the mill.” To make it
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look like a name and to make the pun a little less obvious, I played with the spelling and
translated it as, “Mr. and Mrs. Runodamill.” An interesting detail is that in the above
example (Terry Fying) the original used a colloquial phrase, whereas my translation did
not. Here, the opposite is true. Each point of humor or wordplay does not need to be
executed identically to the original in the translation—instances such as this demonstrate
that translation ought to be approached holistically, fluctuating between loss and gain, in
order to achieve a final, functionally equivalent text.
Next, two perfect parents are shown—their names are, “Mr. et Mme.
Yapaplukool” a play on “n’y a pas plus cool” ‘there’s no one cooler’ (Boucher 2012:39).
As with previous names, what makes this humorous and effective wordplay is its
spelling: it deviates significantly from the phrase it aims to replicate. My translation is,
“Mr. and Mrs. Dakoolst” a play on “the coolest.” I mimicked the original’s use of “kool”
for “cool” which is clever and very child-like.
Another comic character’s name is “Jémi Mondoidanmonné” a play on “J’ai mis
mon doigt dans mon nez” ‘I put my finger in my nose’ (Boucher 2012:43). The anecdote
in the text tells of a boy who picked his nose and his finger got stuck for eternity. The
anecdote is meant to illustrate why parents are always disciplining their children: so that
they don’t end up like Jémi. The long, comical name of the character only adds to the
hilarity and absurdity of the situation. As with previous examples, Jémi sounds very
much like an actual name and the farcical spelling of the last name disguises the allusion.
I found it funnier that the boy’s finger is stuck up his nose than the fact that he picked his
nose in the first place—I wanted to play on that fact in my rendition of his name. In his
essay on humor in translation, Vandaele explains that “small linguistic changes may keep
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‘the laughter’ but change the specific emotional or interpersonal dynamics of the humor”
(2010:151). I changed the dynamic of the humor to be about the boy’s finger being stuck,
but kept the laughter in the name by trying to fabricate a first name that sounded realistic.
My translation is, “Miff Ingerstuck” a play on “my finger is stuck.” Miff is a plausible
first name, but even more so, Ingerstuck is a convincing last name.

B. English in a French Text
One interesting aspect of Boucher’s French text is her integration of English. English
words range from simple exclamations and common words to entire dialogues. The use
of English throughout the text is significant in many ways. First, and foremost, English
gives the text a certain social position. Jannis Androutsopoulos speaks about this in her
essay “Do You Speak American” which explores youth driven language around the
world, and the influence U.S. English has on it. She explains that young people from all
over the world use English in their speech in order “to show they’re connected to
American pop culture, since slang’s main social function is to signal belonging. It marks
the speaker or writer as an active and informed member of global youth culture” (2002;
emphasis mine). What Androutsopoulos means is that in non-Anglophone cultures
English words themselves carry the weight of slang, they need not be U.S. slang. By
using English Boucher elevates the status of her work in a child’s eyes—the text knows
its social position and is actively exercising its social power. It is written in a language
that signifies an exclusive group membership, while simultaneously positioning itself in
the world, since, “Vernacular English is powerfully expressive because—paradoxically—
it is both exclusive and global” (Androutsopoulos 2002). Secondly, English is yet another
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educational aspect of the text—for children who may not know some of the English
vocabulary in the text it can be a place of discovery; for children that recognize and
understand the English, a place of practice and repetition.35 Lastly, the incorporation of
English in the text places it chronologically in the twenty first century—a world where
English is universally accessible and ubiquitous. It is understandable why Boucher chose
to use specifically English and not another language. When translating the text into
English this detail posed a challenge.
One possible solution is to leave all the English text in English. In this case, this is
akin to omission, because the global aspect of English as a universal is erased. I was
interested in maintaining the educational qualities and the variety of language styles
present in the original so I needed a solution that included a foreign language in the
English text. The next obstacle was that most of the English text was used because of the
universality of the phrases. The phrases that occurred most commonly were “hello,”
“cool,” “rock n’roll,” and “smile.” As David Bellos describes it, this is an example of the
“retention of the original expression in narrowly delimited and self-explanatory speech
situations such as greetings and exclamations” (2013:35) in a translated text. If I wanted
to incorporate another language into my translation I had to find new places in the text to
do so, rather than the places where English was used originally (i.e. it was not logical to
substitute a different language for static and common expressions such as “say cheese”).
In those places where there was an opportunity to use a language other than
English, my first instinct was use French. What better solution than to use this
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Androutsopoulos expands on this idea, “Although slang could never substitute for EFL
in its instrumental value, it clearly connects foreign-language learning with adolescent
cultural experience” (2002). Boucher’s text is actively taking part in the phenomenon of
English as cultural currency for young people.
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opportunity to educate U.S. readers in the French language? Since the book’s source
language is French and because most French cultural details have been replaced with
target language equivalents, this seemed like the perfect place to reincorporate
“frenchness.” However, if the goal is to use a language that is as familiar and ubiquitous
to a U.S. child as English is to a Francophone child, then French does not fit the bill. The
language that is most widespread in the U.S. is Spanish—even if a child does not study it
in school, it is likely they are familiar with simple Spanish phrases, or at least be able to
read and pronounce them—not necessarily the case with French.36 Confirming this, David
Bellos writes that, “In the U.S. Spanish has recently become the most familiar foreign
tongue for the majority of young readers” (2013:37). But even Spanish does not have the
hold or coverage in the U.S. that English has in France. There is no fitting parallel
language I can use in translation. So instead of incorporating Spanish as the other
language in the text, I wanted to incorporate a number of languages—French, Spanish,
and Italian (present in original text) in order to educate and familiarize U.S. readers with
a variety of languages and their presence in U.S. English. In the end the unavailability of
a ubiquitous foreign language in the U.S. helped create a richer, more diverse work in
translation.
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Is my decision to incorporate a brand new language into the text justifiable? Cases like
these highlight the amount of power the translator has.30B Regardless of how ubiquitous a
language is in a certain culture, if I wanted to push a personal agenda of increasing
French knowledge in the U.S. I could have easily used French, or even German, or any
language of my choosing, as the “other” language in the text. I tried to put my own
interests aside, however, and produce a text that would most seamlessly and logically
appeal to both children and adults, while providing exposure to another language. I am
sure this solution is using Spanish.
30B
For detailed and varied discussions of power in translation see Maria Tymoczko and
Edwin Gentzler’s Translation and Power (2002) a collection of essays on the topic.
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One piece of advice in the text is, “If you really don’t feel like doing what you’re
told, go incognito and say all sorts of made-up stuff” along with the advice, “Don’t forget
to use an American accent” (Boucher 2012:94). A child is shown with sunglasses, large
latex hands and feet, and a fake mustache. In the original text, the child speaks in English,
saying, “Hello! I am Harry Peter from New York. Yeeaahh!” (Boucher 2012:95). The
phrase is quite complex: it features a complete sentence in English, it uses intertextuality
that refers to a well-known literary figure and foreign city, and to top it off, it’s funny.
The humor comes from a few mistakes: “Peter” instead of “Potter,”37 and the fact that
Harry Potter is from the United Kingdom not the United States—this is exacerbated by
the fact that he speaks in an “American” accent and not a “British” one. The joke can be
explained to the child by the parent, continuing the education off the page into the realm
of geography and culture38—teaching the child that multiple countries speak English, not
just the United States. I translated this complex phrase into Spanish, trying to maintain as
many of the elements of the original, specifically focusing on the humor of misplaced
nationality. The translation reads, “Hola, me llamo Salvador Dalí from México. Síííííí
señor!” The intertextuality to a famous artistic figure has educational qualities: it
introduces children to different forms of art beyond literature. Also, Dalí is from Cataluña
Spain, not México—also an example of misplaced (and displaced) identity. Through the
text the child will be reminded that Spanish is spoken not only in Mexico (a possible
common misconception). Finally, this is a wonderful example of how image can affect
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
37
As Vandaele explains “Parody is only accessible to those who are at least vaguely
acquainted with the parodied discourse” (2010:149) i.e. to those familiar with Harry
Potter. The text assumes that its readers will know that the child in the text is making a
mistake when referring to Harry Potter—without this knowledge, its not funny.
38
With the aforementioned overexposure of English and, along with it U.S. culture, a
child may be disillusioned to think English is spoken exclusively in the United States.
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and/or enhance a translating decision: the original features the child wearing a fake
mustache, and conveniently, Dalí is famous for this mustache. Thus, my translation
corresponds to the original image!
A similar language challenge appears when a father is shown acting very strange.
He is saying all sorts of uncharacteristic, child-like things, including “trop cool la life!”
(Boucher 2012:84). The phrase is a combination of French and English (Franglais)—the
father’s attempt at sounding young and hip (obviously, the child reader does not fall for
it). To create a similar phrase I used a mash up of languages to deliver a effect: an adult
trying to be cool but failing. In sticking with Spanish, the translation reads “livin’ la vida
loca” which uses a combination of Spanglish, is easy to understand, and sounds so
outdated to a child of today, that it fails miserably at sounding cool.

C. Onomatopoeia
Another common occurrence in the source text is onomatopoeic terms. Boucher uses a
combination of illustrations and sound-effects to supplement her text, which together
create lively, humorous, and easy-to-imagine vignettes. By invoking many senses at once
Boucher keeps her readers entertained and hooked. Her use of onomatopoeic sound
effects is absolutely essential to the text.
Most sounds were not difficult to translate. There are things that appear to have a
specific, commonly recognized sound in most languages. Although these sounds differ
from language to language, it is not problematic to find the appropriate equivalents in the
target language. Below is a comprehensive table of the less challenging onomatopoeic
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terms, along with their explanation and their English translations. I have included sounds
that were left in their original form in the translation—they function in both languages.
page
0
12
17
20
21
24
25
31
33
41
46
46
47
60
65
71
76
80
83
85
109

French
miam
bip bip
zoom
grrrr
roar
pan pan
ouf
ôôô
abracadabra
grouiiiink
arrrrgghh
dring
aïe
ouille
cling
ron pschiiit
crôoa
pin pon pin
hahahohohuhuhihi
glaglagla
arghhhh
turlututu
hihihi

context
hungry monster
robot noises
electronic being
beast
beast
gun
relief
wonder
magic
pig
exasperation
alarm
pain
pain
sparkling
snoring
frog
ambulance
crazy laugh
cold
frustration
singing
laugh

English
yum
beep beep
no change
no change
no change
bang bang
phew
ooh aah
no change
oiiiink
no change
ring
ouch
yeow
bling
zzz
ribbit
wee waa wee waa
bahahahahahehe
brrrr
no change
ladeeda
hahaha

Some sounds, however, proved more difficult. There are times when a French
sound does not have an English functional equivalent. In some cases it was even a
challenge to understand what the sound was attributed to. One option is to omit such nontransferrable sounds—it could be argued that since there are only a handful of such cases,
omitting them would not negatively affect the text. Additionally, (if the French sounds
truly have no equivalent) inventing new English sounds or using existing sounds that did
not properly correspond with the action may confuse, rather than enlighten, the U.S.
reader. I argue that, however minor these sounds may seem, they are in fact essential to
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the work. Aside from providing humor and a multi-sensory experience for the reader, en
masse they help create a playful, interactive text. Another reason against omission is the
graphic nature of the text: most often the sound effects are written outside the flow of the
main text on each page and are featured in individual speech bubbles. Removing them
becomes more complicated than simply omitting a word—it requires physically erasing
images present in the text. This alters the appearance of the page, how the words on that
page function, and the entire process of reading that page.
One example is the French “hop” or sometimes “hop hop”—a very common
sound in everyday French parlance. It occurs almost involuntary and indicates an
action—whether encouraging movement “allez-hop” ‘let’s go’ or the completion of a
task “hop” ‘well, there you have it.’ In most cases however, when the French would use
“hop,” English speakers would say nothing at all. This sound only comes up twice in the
text, “the sperm and egg meet and hop 9 months later you are born” (Boucher 2012:07)
and, “one day your parents look great and the next day not so great… and hop its as if
they’ve aged 10 years” (Boucher 2012:89). Because the expression is quintessentially
French, and because there is no clear English translation, I wanted to replace it with
something that paid homage to the culture that produced it. I used another
“untranslatable” French word that has made its way into the English language and is as
versatile as “hop”— “voilà.” In both the sentences above “voilà” functions in terms of
meaning, but the best part of using “voilà” is that it invokes a certain French-ness. Bellos
describes the phenomenon of leaving source-language fragments in a translation, saying
that “what these fragments signify is, simply, “This is French!” (2013:35) Lastly, it
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functions as an educational quality, continuing the incorporation of other languages and
cultures in the text.

3. Translating Taboos
One challenge that comes up when translating for children is how to approach cultural
taboos. The French source text features certain topics that may be considered taboo in the
United States, especially for young audiences. 39 One such topic is sex, which is
approached with a more liberal view-point in France. Since this text is meant to educate
children about parents, it naturally begins by explaining where children come from:
“What you’ve heard is true: to create you your parents had to make LOVE (like billions
of other parents worldwide)” (Boucher 2012:4). The facing page shows a picture of two
parents kissing in bed. They are surrounded by sound effects (“smack” and “oh yes!”)
and a caption that reads, “Note: this is not disgusting, this is life!” The text on the blanket
that is covering the two parents reads, “What happens under this blanket is forbidden for
children under 16.” There are a few details on this page that might seem questionable to
conservative U.S. audiences. Perhaps the noises of enjoyment (“oh yes!”) are
problematic—is it okay to portray making love as an enjoyable activity as opposed to a
goal oriented activity: i.e. to reproduce? What about telling a child not to be disgusted by
the idea of sex—is this, in a way, condoning and promoting sex? In a questionable
instance like this the translator must employ,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
39
Interestingly, taboo topics may even differ depending on each region of the U.S. (i.e.
sexual education) so it is close to impossible to produce a totally neutral text for all U.S.
readers.
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a so-called ‘cultural filter.’ With the use of this filter the translator can
make systematic allowances or cultural specificity accommodating for
differences in socio-cultural norms and differences in conventions. (House
2002:100)
For the two examples above, I did not culturally modify (i.e. censor) the content. The
commentary that sexual activity is not disgusting and the sound-effects of enjoyment are
not only factual, but presented in a tactful manner. However, the author’s decision40 to
assign 16 as the age it is appropriate for a child to become sexually active is very
problematic for U.S. audiences. The translator must take certain cultural constructs into
account. A translator may choose to openly translate certain taboo subjects in hopes of
changing the cultural constructs within her own culture. Or a translator may adjust the
text in order to fit into her culture’s paradigm of accepted norms. Aside from personal
interest, the translator may act in a certain way in order to have the translation accepted,
read, or even published. After asking myself these questions, I felt Boucher’s use of
sixteen as the age of sexual maturity is a reflection of French societal norms. In this vein,
the translation needed to reflect U.S. societal norms. The translation reads, “What
happens under this blanket is rated R.” This solution avoids the use of a specific age to
signal sexual maturity and instead employs a societally established and accepted dictum
to indicate that what is under the blanket is for mature audiences. This leaves the delicate
question of determining the appropriate age of sexual maturity up to each individual
family.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
40
Perhaps this was not Boucher’s decision at all, instead pointing to the cultural construct
she writes within. Perhaps France is more accepting of sex than the U.S.—thus the
decision is driven by French culture, which affects Boucher, as well as her editors,
publishers, and readers.
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Another issue present in the text is its reference to guns. When parents are shown
to be experts at solving their children’s problems, the text reads, “[Les parents] sont super
armés pour t’aider” ‘Parents are super armed to help you’ (Boucher 2012:20) with an
arrow pointing at a drawing of a gun that emits two gun shots “bang, bang.” The gun is
labeled as “pistolet à zigouiller les petits et les gros tourments des enfants” ‘gun that can
zap away anything that bugs kids—big or small’ (Boucher 2012:20). The gun is clearly
meant as a metaphor, which is underlined by the colloquial and playful verb “zigouiller.”
But the use of the verb “armed” along with the gun shots could be perceived as
problematic in the United States. With the unfortunate recent events of unnecessary gun
violence, it seems it is best to err on the side of caution when referencing any type of
firearms (in jest or not) in U.S. literature. This would most likely not have been a
translating issue ten or twenty years ago in the United States, nor in a different country
today—but it today’s United States, this is an issue the translator must resolve. In
alleviating this issue, my solution is perhaps my boldest translating decision. In order to
continue in the humorous and sarcastic spirit of the text and to keep the idea of parents
being armed to help their children, I replaced the problematic image of the gun with a
more neutral one of a bow and arrow, and the accompanying sound effects of “bang
bang” with “whoosh whoosh.” The phrases that accompany the illustration reads,
“Parents are super equipped to help you” and “this bow and arrow can defeat anything
that bugs kids—big or small.” The new image portrays the same message as the source
image of the gun does—that parents will do anything to help their children. But the idea
of a parent using a bow and arrow to help their children is additionally humorous because
it is so old fashioned (just like the parents are) and most likely entirely ineffective. This
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makes the image a clear metaphor for something else, while the image of a gun might be
taken at face value as the actual thing that can solve problems. Lastly, the use of the word
“equipped” implies that parents are well prepared to help their children, while “armed”
immediately signals the presence of weaponry. This is the only image manipulation in the
translation—in my view, an unavoidable one.

To conclude, Françoize Boucher’s playful, seemingly simple, children’s
informational picturebook Le livre qui t’explique enfin tout sur les parents, presents a
number of challenges to the translator. The cultural challenges range from French cultural
references and brands to French slang and metric measurements. The linguistic
challenges include wordplay, onomatopoeia, and English words in a French text. Finally,
global ethical challenges of translating for children arise with the inclusion of a few taboo
subjects. In the end, the English text retains the educational and comedic qualities of the
original text, it references the culture and ideology of the target culture, appropriately
conforms to U.S. literary norms, and appeals to the target audience of U.S. children,
parents, and families. The result is a text that can be published, marketed and enjoyed by
U.S. readers.
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APPENDIX
THE BOOK THAT FINALLY EXPLAINS EVERYTHING ABOUT YOUR PARENTS
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Françoize Boucher presents

the BooK that
FinaLLY eXpLains
eVerYthinG aBout
Your parents
(LiKe whY theY maKe You eat
Your VeGGies and aLL that)

Fun For the

Y
whoLe FamiL
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inside:
terrY FYinG

the menacinG door monster

warninG:

the author oF this BooK has 22 chiLdren
(6 oF whom are twins

+ 9 oF whom are tripLets)

so she Knows what she’s taLKinG aBout

just taKe a LooK at her Bathroom

jane BuGaeVa

10 LBs

transLated BY

strawBerrY jeLLY BeLLY®

parents
Keep out!

FLaVor

Yum Yum
FamiLY-size toothpaste

heLLo,
i’m terrY FYinG
and i’m starVinG!

oriGinaL teXt and iLLustrations BY
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Françoize Boucher
(with heLp From Lou Boucher)

1

note

:

eVen iF Your parents

don’t LooK anYthinG—

and

i

mean

anYthinG

LiKe these two

introduction

h ow

did You
end up
with parents ?

this BooK is For

You,

Because parents From

around the worLd haVe thinGs in common…

the First thinG wiLL Be reVeaLed on the neXt paGe!

2
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3

Yes !

oh Yes !

n e w s F L as h !

to maKe

LoVe

what
happens under
this BLanKet
is rated r

(LiKe BiLLions oF

other parents worLdwide)
theY didn’t BuY
You at the
supermarKet

4

theY didn’t Find You
in a caBBaGe patch
(what a crazY idea)

it’s Your parents KissinG

Your parents had

no no, those aren’t two ducKs…

it’s true: to create You

and the
storK storY
is compLete BaLoneY!

note : this is not disGustinG ,
this is LiFe !

You
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5

he re ’ s ho w eV er Yt hi nG

reaLLY started

heLLo

sweetie!

i’m

Fastest sperm in the

i’m

hYper powered
Farts For speed

the

heY

the

there, it’s me,

seductresse eGG. without
me You wouLdn’t eXist !!

west.

champion!

imaGe
maGniFied
10,000 times

BaseBaLL Bat to KnocK out
the competition

superhero
cape

6

note : when Your dad ’s sperm meets Your
mom ’s eGG it ’s caLLed FertiLization

huGe FLirt

aaaaannnnndddd
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9 months Later ,

You Find YourseLF
with parents

the oFFiciaL deFinition oF

parents

picKLes!!
one

daY, without eVen

asKinG For it, You waKe up in
a house with

You

Your unconscious dad
(aFter she GiVes Birth)

2

human BeinGs

(who are sometimes weird)

LoVe You more than
anYthinG in the worLd,

who

But who sometimes

seriousLY

annoY You

cited From:

the dictionarY oF truth
Your mom
(BeFore she GiVes Birth)
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9

to Be undetectaBLe, theY dress LiKe

mr.. & mrs. runodamiLL

You maY eVen
thinK that
Your parents are
(aLmost) normaL
human BeinGs

(and repeat simpLe phrases without enthusiasm)

i’m GoinG
to maKe
dinner

picK up
Your
socKs

don’t ForGet
to wear Your
retainer

oh LooK, it’s
raininG

i’m hunGrY

But theY’re actuaLLY
tremendousLY
remarKaBLe
creatures
10
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11

theY’re
Bionic BeinGs
with super powers
ep

Boop

Be

antenna:
deciphers Your thouGhts

Be

ep

Laser eYe

heaLth sensor:

emotionaL radar:

nose:

checKs Your weLL-BeinG

can teLL iF

You’Ve showered

detects Good and Bad moods

this is whY You can’t hide
VerY much From them

nuh - uh !

compared to Your parents, the Famous

12

roBoman is a piece oF junK

Lie
detector

Beep
Beep
Beep
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n e V e r ou t o F s
erVice

theY haVe an enormous

this heart L
oVes

ch.

u

e

when

n
Ve

u
Ge

s pi n a
r
u
o
Y

Yo

Yo

maGic heart
which LoVes You 24-7

t

unconditionaL LoVe

en

Gimme a
cheeseBurGer !

+
eV

wh
n
eVe

en

(BY size comparison)

zone oF

es

prooF

Grad

Yo u

Bad

don’t e
at

(eVen when You’re reaLLY unBearaBLe)

iF
Yo

+
c

i
st

nK

u’r
e

Fe

ur

n

Yo

Ki
da
w

enormousLY oBese mammoth

rd

14

ei

+
Your parents’ heart

BY

et

hu
B

+

this heart LoVes You daY and niGht
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aLwaYs
on

15

iF someone is hurtinG You,

BeFore insuLt

immediateLY
aFter insuLt

Your parents can

seLF mutate

in a miLLisecond in order
to protect and deFend You

eViL GLare

Your mom

incrediBLe!

tiGress readY For anYthinG

eXampLe: LooK what happens iF someone
teases You in Front oF them and saYs,

“You’re a neuron short oF a sYnapse”
16

67

Your dad

Ferocious wiLdeBeest

17

sparKs oF wrath

But Be careFuL! iF You taKe it

FLames oF raGe

too Far it couLd turn aGainst
You: theY can turn into a

cLean
Your room
pronto!

howLinG, menacinG draGon that

Breathes Fire

or i’LL swaLLow Your
hamster whoLe!

Your mom

18

now this isn’t so FunnY, is it?

Your dad
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19

and inside their heads,

Your parents are

instead oF a Brain, theY haVe

theBomB.com at

so

a soLution FactorY

soLVinG Your proBLems,

neVer hesitate to taLK

thouGht-process
emission

to them iF You haVe anY

FaBrication oF
a soLution

theY’re super equipped to heLp You

whoosh
Your proBLem
Goes in

whoosh

and VoiLa: eVerYthinG
Gets worKed out!

this Bow and arrow can deFeat
anYthinG that BuGs Kids—
BiG or smaLL

20

super awesome
adVice
comes out

phew!

what’s aLL this rucKus ?
69
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Your parents are Your
ancestors. theY’Ve Been

…so theY can GiVe You tons oF
meGa inteLLiGent adVice

around For much LonGer than You
haVe, which means theY haVe

tons oF LiFe eXperience…
Your dad’s Friend

aLwaYs
saY heLLo

don’t put
Your eLBows
on the taBLe

don’t taLK with

Your mouth FuLL

dino
neVer taKe
candY From
perVerts
stranGers

(theY went to schooL toGether a VeerrY LonG time aGo)

Your dad was heLd

3 times—
But he wouLdn’t
BacK

dream oF teLLinG You

cLuB-arm

idiotonosaurus
22
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mr. & mrs. cromaGnon

(Born BeFore the internet, FaceBooK®,
hYBrid cars, cocoa puFFs® and coKe zero®)

23

You Gotta admit :
Your parents are

and it continues eVerY minute oF Your LiFe

sweetheart, i’Ve made

reaL maGicians
1

aLL the junK in the

piGstY You caLL a room
maGicaLLY disappear
into the trash

it aLL BeGan when You were Born

(and theY neVer went BacK to the waY theY used to Be)

oh mY God!
a miracLe!
we’Ve created the 8th
wonder oF the worLd!

FairY

enouGh with the
pressure GuYs,
it’s mY First daY!

You
24

71
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You Know what’s reaLLY rad?
Your parents do

thousands oF thinGs
For You For Free

LaundrY

unLimited

LuXurY taXi
with no meter!

huGs at aLL
hours

encouraGement and consoLation

caBLe tV

deLicious Br
eaKFast

super comFY Bed

inG
heat
L
a
r
cent

For
s
i
h
t
L
aL
ars!
L
L
o
d
zero

super
saLe!

daiLY

rK tutor
personaLized homewo

dinne
r sp e
ciaLs
Vitam
FiLLe
ins a
d wi
nd o
th m
t h er
uLtiheaL
thY s
tuFF

driVen BY parentaL LoVe

psYchoLoGicaL support

Goes anYwhere:
schooL, pooL, ice rinK, dance cLass, KunG-Fu,
moVie theaters, Your Friends’ houses

mY parent’s house

hoteL

Feet on the taBLe

restaurant

26

open
Year
round

theY LoVe doinG it, But You shouLd stiLL
saY
72

thanK You!
27

BpF
(BanK oF parentaL Funds)

But, then aGain,

Know Your Limits
are You
me?
G
n
i
d
d
i
K

this is a
hoLdup!

heLp!

i need

$500,000

poLice!

immediateLY so i can
maKe mY Bedroom into a

sweat

moVie theatre
Your winter hat
with

2 hoLes

this counter proVides moneY For anYthinG
You maY eVer need:

aLLowance, Vacations, hoBBies, parties, etc.

sure, Your parents are Generous,

You

(in disGuise)
28

But theY aren’t BiLLionaires

Your pLastic
water Gun

note: in case theY are, pLease
immediateLY pass aLonG their BanK
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account numBer to the author oF this BooK :)

29

eVen

You, perFectLY
weLL-BehaVed

thouGh it isn’t

You, saVaGe
and unciViLized

aLwaYs easY, Your parents
wiLL do anYthinG

heLLo ma’am,

i BeG oF You to
KindLY accept
mY sincerest
saLutations

to BrinG You up to Be a

respectaBLe
human BeinG

(reLatiVeLY)
weLL
Groomed

iF You’re stiLL not conVinced that
parents serVe a reaL purpose,
taKe a LooK at the neXt paGe

30
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oiiinK
oiiinK

(reLatiVeLY)
cLean

Get it ???

31

here’s prooF that Your

LoVe You more
than anYthinG in
the worLd

are You
crazY?
haVe You Lost
Your mind?!

parents

(eVen when You annoY them)

heLLo, wouLd You LiKe to GiVe me
Your chiLd in eXchanGe For

a month-LonG isLand Vacation

22

+

a diamond worth

BiLLion doLLars

+

Free pLastic

surGerY to Get rid oF Your wrinKLes

+a

contract

32

hiGh-speed race car?

Your horriFied parents

in paradise

the aBominaBLe temptation-man
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33

compared to them,
santa cLaus is a huGe
scam, since he onLY comes
around once a Year

the reaL up-side
to parents

i swear,
it’s true

theY’LL do

Fraud

eVerYthinG

theY can to maKe You

as happY as
possBiLe

eVerY sinGLe daY
LazY Bones

34
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BiGGest couch potato

35

don’t worrY,
this is normaL

But

it’s LiKe
this in
eVerY
FamiLY!

despite

aLL their
awesome adVantaGes,
Your parents are stiLL
super annoYinG
most oF the time
36

77

37

the Bad news

permanentLY caLm
and smiLinG

super perFect
parents
don’t eXist!!!
(turns out, neither do perFect chiLdren

aLwaYs understand
their chiLdren
perFectLY

constantLY
BuYinG
nuteLLa®

neVer Go
BaLListic
For no reason

haVe decided
to LiVe
Year round at
disneY worLd®

)
neVer taKe
their chiLdren
to dumB
art eXhiBits

mr. & mrs.
daKooLst

38

the Good news

shocKer!

it’s Better this waY!
parents with FauLts are a Lot more Fun!
78

39

adVice

For some

annoYinG

couLd You
hurrY up
and stop
rushinG me?

reason, Your parents
aLwaYs want You to

Get a moVe on

adVice

#1

iF You can’t taKe
it anYmore,
just GiVe them a spoonFuL oF
caLm-those-Geezers-down
sYrup

40

am i Late

whoa, where’s

For a train?

the Fire?

are we GoinG to
the partY oF
the centurY?

or a
parentaL chiLL

#2

or a space
ship?

Bum

4

LiFe

piLL
79

41

the Famous

whY

miFF inGerstucK

are parents

(he picKed his nose at aGe 5 and
has Been stucK this waY eVer since)

so

102 Years oLd

oBsessed

his speciaL car

shoot

with Good
manners?

his hat

it’s simpLe,
theY dread that the same
horriBLe misFortune
wiLL happen to You
42

and soon, his made-to-order coFFin

80

43

riddLe

answer

what’s the diFFerence Between a
state-oF-the-art toaster oVen and You?

YucK

YucK

pee-ew

pee-ew

it’s seLF
cLeaninG

unFortunate
tuna-LiKe
odor

But
You
aren’t
too Bad!

stinKY cheese
stench

this is whY Your parents are aLwaYs
teLLinG You taKe a shower,

the hYGiene speciaL
44

and
81

theY’re riGht

45

sometimes Your parents

trY to torture You
(LiKe when theY taKe You to the

orthodontist)

ouch

But in 2032
You’LL thanK them!
BY then,
You’LL Be a
hoLLYwood star

You starrinG in

Yeow
the man with
the Bionic smiLe

or a modeL earninG BiLLions
For posinG in toothpaste ads

Lone
strawBerrY
jeLLY BeLLY®

no
LaFFY taFFY®
46

coLGate®
trapped
piece oF
French FrY
BLinG
82

47

this deVice maGicaLLY turns Your parents BacK
into Kids so theY’LL FinaLLY

Get You

we’re GoinG to an amazinG
oYster Farm in maine
this weeKend

ad

teLL Your
parents
to enter
the deVice,
then
press on

put this awesome
deVice on Your
christmas wish List
asap

Your
parents
as
aduLts

Yesss! we’re oFF to
disneY worLd®
For the weeKend!!!
Your
parents
reGressed
BacK to
chiLdren

48

83

49

theY want to taKe You

sometimes parents are

eVerYwhere with them—
But You’d rather watch

super cLinGY

some dumB tV show

theY’re aLwaYs
stroKinG
Your hair
theY Kiss You
a BiLLion times
a daY

reLaX,
pooh Bear,
it’s just

theY want to Know

eX
t

ra

eVerYthinG

ho r
Ld on
G

LoVe

aBout Your LiFe

st

theY FeeL
at home in
Your room

and sometimes
theY outriGht spY on You!!
50

84

turn paGe For prooF

51

FinaLLY the whoLe truth aBout the

spY pLane

eYe in the sKY

First time You were aLLowed
to Go to the store aLone
speciaL satteLite

FaKe pedestrians
with Laser eYes

copY
that.

10-4

she’s out
the door

store

surVeiLLance
camera

Your mom

(in staKe out)

taLKinG to the store
manaGer on a waLKie-taLKie

52

radar doG

You
note: don’t BLame them, theY’re just
worried aBout You

trucK with emerGencY
squad readY to
step in iF need Be

(But iF You’re
85

42

Years oLd and theY’re stiLL

doinG it, then it’s a

reaL proBLem)

53

enchantinG,

parents are
oBsessed

totaLLY out oF it

with Fruits,
VeGetaBLes,
pLaYinG

no?

sicKLY

outside,

(constantLY drooLinG)

what’s a
picasso?
not
the cutest

and cuLture…

pameLa
the Fat, moronic sLuG

and theY’re not

aLL wronG

eXtremeLY sLow
too iGnorant to haVe a
conVersation

out oF shape

(LacK oF eXercise)

(0.5 inch/hour)

eXtra FLaBBY

(LacK oF Vitamins)

iF theY weren’t,
this couLd Be

You

54

and to thinK—
she, unLiKe You, actuaLLY eats saLad!
86

55

1. mom has 3 LeGs
2. dad has 3 eYes
3. parents who aLwaYs saY Yes to eVerYthinG.
that doesn’t eXist in reaL LiFe, which is a
Good thinG Because iF theY did their chiLdren
wouLd Be incrediBLY spoiLed

56

87

57

answer

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Find the three anomaLies
on the neXt paGe

Game
time

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

But parents who
aLwaYs saY no

iF this is the case,
immediateLY GiVe them
this BooK

aren’t normaL either

101 FLeXiBiLitY
eXercises
For
super riGid
parents

and VoiLa, the resuLts

oF course
You can Go to
the moVies

oF course You can haVe
another

jeLL-o®

FuLL spLit

BridGe

58

88

59

proBaBLY

Because eVerY niGht as soon as
You cLose Your eYes theY run oFF
to a niGht cLuB...

whY do You thinK

Your parents insist
that You Go to Bed

reaLLY earLY?

so earLY that
in the summer, You
miGht eVen Get
a sunBurn in Bed

zzz
zzz

60

wronG! theY

june 21 @ 8:30 pm
89

just want You
to Be weLL rested, so You can
seize the daY tomorrow!

61

two eXampLes

the

Go Brush Your
teeth, mY darLinG

aBsoLute
worst

deadLY

Bad Breath

watch Your
tonGue,
cutie-pie

when Your parents asK

Gosh darn it! mother

trucKinG son oF a Biscuit!
i Burned mY BroccoLi
casseroLe!

You to do somethinG
and then theY do the

eXact opposite!

62

90

when this happens, remind them that
theY ouGht to set a Good eXampLe!

63

eXampLe

ad

no more dessert For the
neXt 250 Years!

with this tinY maGic wand
You can turn Your parents
into nastY toads
when theY eXaGGerate

aFter usinG the wand

riBBit

riBBit

Keep in pocKet
at aLL times

note: BeFore chanGinG them BacK into
humans, maKe sure theY promise to Grant
You aLL Your wiLdest wishes

match

64

(For size comparison)

91

65

parents cannot stand
it when You Lie to them …

this VerY serious
iLLness is caLLed:

it maKes them sicK

FeVer

poX

an acute
crisis oF trust

FYi,

and theY’LL neVer BeLieVe You aGain,

eVen when You teLL the truth...so

Vomit

66

iF You Lie too much, theY’LL neVer recoVer

92

Be careFuL!

67

3 daYs Later

First daY oF schooL
Your new BFF

You

Been heLd
BacK
12 times

p

i

s o n

stoLen
Leather
jacKet

You, sentenced to 6 months in

Goes to
niGht
cLuBs

68

r

oh Yes, Your parents
aBsoLuteLY insist on KnowinG
aLL Your Friends

prison For steaLinG candY

it’s normaL!

theY’re worried aBout peopLe

93

haVinG a Bad inFLuence on You!

69

soLutions

end oF semester
speciaL

First, haVe them smeLL
somethinG reaLLY stinKY
iF that doesn’t worK, dump a
BucKet oF ice water on them

what to do iF Your parents
pass out at the siGht oF
Your report card
neVer did
anYthinG

F

as a Last resort, caLL
an amBuLance

wee waa wee waa

GuLp
oh mY God!

parentaL sos
emerGencY crew
resuscitation aFter super LousY report cards

70

94

71

sometimes the two oF
them can’t eVen aGree!

we’re GoinG
to Lunch at
GrannY and
Grampa’s—
put on Your

red

Yo,

GuYs!
either
aGree on
a coLor or
heLp me out
BY GiVinG me

the

BLue

pants You’re
wearinG
are Fine

a second
pair oF
LeGs For
mY BdaY!

pants!

72

super annoYinG

95

73

here are

2 dream

dream

scenarios which wiLL

neVer happen in reaL LiFe

dream

dream
74

dr

dream

honeY Bun,

dream
m

sweetums, i Got You
a maGic toothBrush—
it worKs so weLL
You onLY need to
Brush Your teeth
once a Year!

m
a
e

how much do
You want For this

weeK’s aLLowance?

one miLLion

doLLars or two?

ea

dream

dream

dream

dr

dream

m
a
e
r
d

dream

dream

dream

dream
96

dream

dream

dream

too Bad!
75

Go on, admit it! there
parents are super
eXampLe # 1

are times when Your

emBarrassinG

eXampLe #2

ha ha ha ha ha
ha ha ha ha ha
ha ha ha ha ha
hahahahaha
hohohohoho
hu hu hu haha
hehehehe haha

eXtremeLY Loud,

You, GLowinG

Because Your dad just caLLed You

“mY honeY BunnY cutie patootie”

and

idiotic LauGh—

Botched

in Front oF eVerYone

perm joB

shirt

teLL Your Friends that these
are not Your reaL parents—But

pLeated sKirt
circa

76

dYinG oF emBarrassment

20th

2 random weirdos

centurY

Your mom

Kissed You in Front oF aLL Your Friends

adVice

oLd LadY

You

BriGht red

You just met in the street
97

77

urGent

sometimes when Your parents
won’t stop naGGinG You...
did You do Your
homeworK?

5:00pm
did You do Your
homeworK?

did You do Your
homeworK?

did You do Your
homeworK?

5:03pm

5:10pm

did You do Your
homeworK?

did You do Your
homeworK?

marVeLous chiLd
seeKs immediate
did You do Your
homeworK?

parent
eXchanGe.
wanted: parents
who neVer Force

chiLdren to do
their homeworK
and who don’t GiVe

5:20pm
did You do Your
homeworK?

two hoots
5:21pm
did You do Your
homeworK?

6:00pm

5:40pm
did You do Your
homeworK?

6:01pm

5:45pm
did You do
Your
homeworK?

aBout Grades
5:52pm

But Be
careFuL!

did You do Your
homeworK?

6:12pm

6:15pm

… You maY thinK aBout puttinG

this couLd taKe a Bad turn

a cLassiFied ad in the paper
78

98
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You couLd Be teLeported to a FamiLY

or worse

oF Fat, Bird-Brained penGuins
& Be Forced to eat raw sardines
& Freeze Your Butt oFF sittinG on a
GLaciaL ice sheet aLL daY

You couLd end up in a saVaGe, poLYGamous
triBe in the heart oF the junGLe
Your dad aKa

chieF

Your new dad’s wiVes

Brrrr
FamiLY dinner:
serpent and
spider sKewers

Your new dad

Your new Bedroom-hut:
shared with 250
Brothers and sisters

Your new mom

concLusion: it’s Best to trY to
Get aLonG with Your reaL parents
80

99

81

eXampLe

arGhhhh

aBoVe aLL,

who’s

don’t sweat it

the

KLepto Behind mY

when Your parents

missinG hairdrYer

act a Bit

stranGe

!!!

?
stop
thieF !

(aLL parents haVe a
tendencY to do this)

Your hYstericaL mother in the Bathroom

82

100

arGhhhh

83

Your mom wiGGinG out

there are times when Your
parents Get tired oF BeinG
serious, responsiBLe aduLts

LaY
p
nna
wa cer ?
soc

LooK at mY new tutu!
La dee da La de doo

how aBout
jacKs ?

pizza partY!
it’s mom’s
niGht oFF!

or pLaY
Let’s haVe a
piLLow FiGht!

wii ?

these are the sYmptoms
oF a serious case oF

LiVin’ La
Vida Loca!

sosiKoFBeinoLd

don’t worrY—it’s the happiest maLadY in the worLd!
Your dad actinG
VerY stranGe

84

(in Fact, the author oF this BooK has a VerY serious case oF it)

wanna hear
a stupid joKe?
101

85

You maY haVe a stranGe FeeLinG
that You’re not aLwaYs the center

and then, there’s this...

oF their uniVerse

YaY YaY YaY
Yahoo Yippee
Ladeedaa
ciao sweetie,
we’re oFF to

this BeautiFuL suitcase
onLY means one thinG:

You’re spendinG a weeK

at GrannY and Grampa’s

enjoY
Your staY

Venice

it maKes sense, theY aren’t onLY Your
parents, First and Foremost theY’re

two human BeinGs

86

102

87

eXampLe

the BiG mYsterY
up

todaY, VerY BeautiFuL, BeaminG and happY

Your parents
are neVer
the same:

theY haVe
their ups
and downs

tomorrow, rather uGLY, FrumpY and GrumpY

VoiLa!

10 Years

down

oLder!

paLe as
a Ghost

not much oF
a LooKer

to understand whY this happens

88

checK out the chart on the neXt paGe

103

89

use these Graphs to identiFY and

proFessionaL
success

understand Your parents’ moods

’s aLL Good
end his LiFe

just ate his
FaVorite pasta dish

Your dad

his team
wins a
Game

perFect niGht oF
restFuL sLeep

car BroKe
down

&

time to
FiLe taXes
eVerY
mondaY
morninG

sLeepLess niGht
FiLLed with
niGhtmares

reaLizes he’s
Lost Yet
another hair

tiFF with
Your mom

FeeLs BeautiFuL

Your mom

BooKed neXt FamiLY

Fun new worK
assiGnment

Vacation to

euro disneY®

and in Great shape

eVerY
mondaY
morninG

90

reaLizes she
needs to Vacuum

tiFF with
Your dad

(can Fit into her

BouGht a new pair oF
sequined shoes—
on saLe!

that time
oF month!

104

oLd jeans aGain)

BiG raise
at worK

discoVeres
a new wrinKLe
trouBLe at
worK

91

it’s aBsoLuteLY awFuL when:

arGGhhh!
iF You don’t

Finish Your
zucchini
riGht now... we’LL

Your parents Get

so annoYed
that theY saY

seLL You on
eBaY toniGht

the craziest thinGs
just cause theY don’t Know
how eLse to Get
Your attention

FuminG
with raGe

aBoVe aLL,
don’t BeLieVe them!
92

not a Fun
siGht
105

Your dad on the
BrinK oF eXpLosion

93

r.G.i.

Go incoGnito and
saY aLL sorts oF
made-up stuFF*

(reaLLY Good idea)
iF You reaLLY don’t
FeeL LiKe doinG
what You’re toLd...

* don’t ForGet

to use a
spanish accent

ruBBer
ears

FaKe
mustache

(Gasp)

hoLaaa!

me LLamo
saLVador daLí
From méXico.
Your chiLd has
Gone on a trip
around the worLd
and i’Ve rented
his room!

sííí seÑor!

who are
You?!
Giant pLastic
hands and
Feet

94

106

95

do
here’s some
Good adVice
iF You want to

dearest parents,
what can i
do to heLp?

Get aLonG

don’t

with Your
parents

96

saY this oFten

saY this

dearest parents, it’s
compLeteLY out oF the
question that i set the
taBLe and eVen Less
LiKeLY that i’LL put
awaY mY pLate
aFter dinner.
in Your dreams!
107

97

computer-Generated
portrait

to heLp Your parents
understand that You’re
GrowinG up, show
them this drawinG oF
YourseLF in 10 Years

iF You’re a BoY

iF You’re a GirL

unKempt FaciaL
hair

6’6’’

or

eXtra
deep Voice

Bra size:

note: proceed sLowLY, there’s a Good
chance theY’LL Be VerY shocKed

98

108

Femme FataLe

36dd

shoe size:

10

shoe size:

14

99

not eVen
worth trYinG

BeFore asKinG
Your parents
For somethinG,

risKY…
theY couLd saY no

taKe a LooK at their FaciaL
eXpression and compare it
to the ones on the neXt paGe

Good chance
oF success

100

109

carpe diem!
it’s now
or neVer!

101

102

110

103

it’s Your parents aFter
theY’Ve BLown their Fuse
Because You annoYed
them so much!
trY to aVoid this
and eVerYthinG
wiLL Be peachY Keen

who are these
two weirdos?

answer

riddLe

do

mother’s daY

somethinG nice For
Your parents!

maKe them hand-made presents—

BLonde
spaGhetti wiG
(taGLiateLLe
worKs too)

how creatiVe and oriGinaL!

Father’s daY

teenY-tinY
pasta Bowtie
Bow-tie pasta
BrieFs

theY’LL
LoVe it

eLBow macaroni tie

104

111

eLBow macaroni
jeweLrY set
(necKLace + earrinGs)

105

LonG LiVe
a Bit oF adVice

-

communication!

:
iF You taLK, You’LL understand
each other Better!

taLK to Your
parents a Lot
asK them
questions
teLL them Your
thouGhts and
FeeLinGs
teLL them aBout
Your daY

and VoiLa!

LiFe wiLL Be Good!

i don’t LiKe cauLiFLower
what’s up with nucLear power?

106

whY do You saY that?

112

107

and Your mom seLLs
chocoLate sKuLLs

trY to Find one
moment eVerYdaY to

LauGh with
Your parents

eVen iF Your dad is
a certiFied puBLic
accountant who
worKs at a cemeterY

how manY wouLd
You LiKe?

haLLoween ForeVer!

iF Your parents aren’t VerY FunnY peopLe

1+1+2+3 =
7 deceased

ticKLe them with this Feather

(trY their armpits)

oh shoot,

i missed one!

ha ha ha
ha ha ha
108

113

109

GLue a picture oF Your parents here

dearest reader,
it reaLLY wasn’t necessarY to wear

ne
or draw o

YourseLF out readinG this whoLe BooK
(You couLd’Ve Gone to the pooL
or to the moVies instead)
Because aBoVe aLL,

parents are Good at one thinG:

theY’re Good at LoVinG
their chiLdren
and aLL the rest

isn’t VerY important!
But thanKs anYwaY For
readinG, that maKes
me VerY happY!

smiLe!
110

this is the author disGuised as
a mushroom so she Goes
unnoticed when she stroLLs
throuGh the Forest

114

111

VoiLa! this is reaLLY the end!
But shoot! i stiLL haVe more to saY, Because
the reLationship Between parents and their
chiLdren is an

the sKY

inFinite suBject, just LiKe:

the sea

LauGhter
LoVe

imaGination

poetrY

so, see You soon!

LoVe,

Francoize

ps: pLease show
this BooK to aLL Your
Friends so that theY
can FinaLLY understand
their parents!

112

115

Voted BooK oF the centurY BY the
association oF FamiLY harmonY

a must read

cat who’s sicK oF

ListeninG to chiLdren
and parents arGue

FinaLLY discoVer whY Your parents
are such remarKaBLe creatures.

aFter readinG this BooK You’LL understand
that eVen when parents annoY You, it’s aLL
For the saKe oF

Your happiness!

116
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